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ABSTRACT
ACCELERATING THE UNDERSTANDING OF LIFE’S
CODE THROUGH BETTER ALGORITHMS AND
HARDWARE DESIGN
Mohammed H. K. Alser
Ph.D. in Computer Engineering
Advisor: Can Alkan
Co-Advisor: Onur Mutlu
June 2018
Our understanding of human genomes today is affected by the ability of modern
computing technology to quickly and accurately determine an individual’s entire
genome. Over the past decade, high throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies
have opened the door to remarkable biomedical discoveries through its ability to
generate hundreds of millions to billions of DNA segments per run along with a
substantial reduction in time and cost. However, this flood of sequencing data
continues to overwhelm the processing capacity of existing algorithms and hard-
ware. To analyze a patient’s genome, each of these segments -called reads- must
be mapped to a reference genome based on the similarity between a read and
“candidate” locations in that reference genome. The similarity measurement,
called alignment, formulated as an approximate string matching problem, is the
computational bottleneck because: (1) it is implemented using quadratic-time
dynamic programming algorithms, and (2) the majority of candidate locations
in the reference genome do not align with a given read due to high dissimilar-
ity. Calculating the alignment of such incorrect candidate locations consumes an
overwhelming majority of a modern read mapper’s execution time. Therefore, it
is crucial to develop a fast and effective filter that can detect incorrect candidate
locations and eliminate them before invoking computationally costly alignment
algorithms.
In this thesis, we introduce four new algorithms that function as a pre-
alignment step and aim to filter out most incorrect candidate locations. We
call our algorithms GateKeeper, Shouji, MAGNET, and SneakySnake. The first
key idea of our proposed pre-alignment filters is to provide high filtering accuracy
by correctly detecting all similar segments shared between two sequences.
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The second key idea is to exploit the massively parallel architecture of modern
FPGAs for accelerating our four proposed filtering algorithms. We also develop
an efficient CPU implementation of the SneakySnake algorithm for commodity
desktops and servers, which are largely available to bioinformaticians without the
hassle of handling hardware complexity. We evaluate the benefits and downsides
of our pre-alignment filtering approach in detail using 12 real datasets across dif-
ferent read length and edit distance thresholds. In our evaluation, we demonstrate
that our hardware pre-alignment filters show two to three orders of magnitude
speedup over their equivalent CPU implementations. We also demonstrate that
integrating our hardware pre-alignment filters with the state-of-the-art read align-
ers reduces the aligner’s execution time by up to 21.5x. Finally, we show that
efficient CPU implementation of pre-alignment filtering still provides significant
benefits. We show that SneakySnake on average reduces the execution time of
the best performing CPU-based read aligners Edlib and Parasail, by up to 43x
and 57.9x, respectively. The key conclusion of this thesis is that developing a fast
and efficient filtering heuristic, and developing a better understanding of its ac-
curacy together leads to significant reduction in read alignment’s execution time,
without sacrificing any of the aligner’ capabilities. We hope and believe that our
new architectures and algorithms catalyze their adoption in existing and future
genome analysis pipelines.
Keywords: Read Mapping, Approximate String Matching, Read Alignment, Lev-
enshtein Distance, String Algorithms, Edit Distance, fast pre-alignment filter,
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA).
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Gu¨nu¨mu¨zde insan genomları konusundaki anlayıs¸ımız, modern bilis¸im teknolo-
jisinin bir bireyin tu¨m genomunu hızlı ve dog˘ru bir s¸ekilde belirleyebilme
yeteneg˘inden etkilenmektedir. Gec¸tig˘imiz on yıl boyunca, yu¨ksek verimli dizileme
(HTS) teknolojileri, zaman ve maliyette o¨nemli bir azalma ile birlikte, tek
bir c¸alıs¸mada yu¨z milyonlardan milyarlarcaya kadar DNA parc¸ası u¨retme ka-
biliyeti sayesinde dikkat c¸ekici biyomedikal kes¸iflere kapı ac¸mıs¸tır. Ancak,
bu dizileme verisi bollug˘u mevcut algoritmaların ve donanımların is¸lem kapa-
sitelerinin sınırlarını zorlamaya devam etmektedir. Bir hastanın genomunu analiz
etmek ic¸in, ”okuma” adı verilen bu parc¸aların her biri referans genomundaki aday
bo¨lgelerle olan benzerliklerine bakılarak, referans genomu u¨zerine yerles¸tirilir.
Yaklas¸ık karakter dizgisi es¸les¸tirme problemi s¸eklinde formu¨le edilen ve hizalama
olarak adlandırılan benzerlik hesaplaması, is¸lemsel bir darbog˘azdır c¸u¨nku¨: (1)
ikinci dereceden devingen programlama algoritmaları kullanılarak hesaplanır ve
(2) referans genomundaki aday bo¨lgelerin bu¨yu¨k bir bo¨lu¨mu¨ ile verilen okuma
parc¸ası birbirlerinden yu¨ksek du¨zeyde farklılık go¨sterdiklerinden dolayı hiza-
lanamaz. Bu s¸ekilde yanlıs¸ belirlenen aday bo¨lgelerin hizalanabilirlig˘in hesa-
planması, gu¨nu¨mu¨zdeki okuma haritalandırıcı algoritmaların c¸alıs¸ma su¨relerinin
bu¨yu¨k bo¨lu¨mu¨nu¨ olus¸turmaktadır. Bu nedenle, hesaplama olarak maliyetli bu
hizalama algoritmalarını c¸alıs¸tırmadan o¨nce, dog˘ru olmayan aday bo¨lgeleri tespit
edebilen ve bu bo¨lgeleri aday bo¨lge olmaktan c¸ıkaran, hızlı ve etkili bir filtre
gelis¸tirmek c¸ok o¨nemlidir.
Bu tezde, o¨n hizalama as¸aması olarak is¸lev go¨ren ve yanlıs¸ aday konumlarının
c¸og˘unu filtrelemeyi hedefleyen do¨rt yeni algoritma sunuyoruz. Algoritmalarımızı
GateKeeper, Shouji, MAGNET ve SneakySnake olarak adlandırıyoruz.
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O¨nerilen o¨n hizalama filtrelerinin ilk temel fikri, iki dizi arasında paylas¸ılan
tu¨m benzer segmentleri dog˘ru bir s¸ekilde tespit ederek yu¨ksek filtreleme
dog˘rulug˘u sag˘lamaktır. I˙kinci temel fikir, o¨nerilen do¨rt filtreleme algoritmamızın
hızlandırılması ic¸in modern FPGA’ların c¸ok bu¨yu¨k o¨lc¸ekte paralel mimarisini
kullanmaktır. SneakySnake’i esas olarak biyoinformatisyenlerin mevcut olan, do-
nanım karmas¸ıklıg˘ı ile ug˘ras¸mak zorunda olmadıkları emtia masau¨stu¨ ve sunucu-
larında kullanabilmeleri ic¸in gelis¸tirdik. O¨n okuma filtreleme yaklas¸ımımızın
avantaj ve dezavantajlarını 12 gerc¸ek veri setini, farklı okuma uzunlukları ve
mesafe es¸ikleri kullanarak ayrıntılı olarak deg˘erlendirdik. Deg˘erlendirmemizde,
donanım o¨n hizalama filtrelerimizin es¸deg˘er CPU uygulamalarına go¨re iki ila
u¨c¸ derece hızlı olduklarını go¨steriyoruz. Donanım o¨n hizalama filtrelerim-
izi son teknoloji okuma hizalayıcılarıyla entegre etmenin hizalayıcının c¸alıs¸ma
su¨resini du¨zenleme mesafesi es¸ig˘ine bag˘lı olarak 21.5x. Son olarak, o¨n hiza-
lama filtrelerinin etkin CPU uygulamasının hala o¨nemli faydalar sag˘ladıg˘ını
go¨steriyoruz. SneakySnake’in en iyi performansa sahip CPU tabanlı okuma
ayarlayıcıları Edlib ve Parasail’in yu¨ru¨tme su¨relerini sırasıyla 43x ve 57,9x’e
kadar azalttıg˘ını go¨steriyoruz. Bu tezin ana sonucu, hızlı ve verimli bir fil-
treleme mekanizması gelis¸tirilmesi ve bu mekanizmanın dog˘rulug˘unun daha iyi
anlas¸ılması, hizalayıcıların yeteneklerinden hic¸bir s¸ey o¨du¨n vermeden, okuma
hizalamasının c¸alıs¸ma su¨resinde o¨nemli bir azalmaya yol ac¸maktadır. Yeni mimar-
ilerimizin ve algoritmalarımızın, mevcut ve gelecekteki genom analiz planlarında
benimsenmelerini katalize ettig˘imizi umuyor ve buna inanıyoruz.
Anahtar so¨zcu¨kler : Haritalamayı Oku, Yaklas¸ık Dize Es¸les¸tirme, Hizalamayı
Oku, Levenshtein Mesafesi, String Algoritmaları, Mesafeyi Du¨zenle, hızlı o¨n hiza-
lama filtresi, Alan programlanabilir kapı dizileri (FPGA).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Genome is the code of life that includes set of instructions for making everything
from humans to elephants, bananas, and yeast. Analyzing the life’s code helps,
for example, to determine differences in genomes from human to human that
are passed from one generation to the next and may cause diseases or different
traits [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. One benefit of knowing the genetic variations is better
understanding and diagnosis diseases such as cancer and autism [7, 8, 9, 10]
and the development of efficient drugs [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The first step in
genome analysis is to reveal the entire content of the subject genome – a process
known as DNA sequencing [16]. Until today, it remains challenging to sequence
the entire DNA molecule as a whole. As a workaround, high throughput DNA
sequencing (HTS) technologies are used to sequence random fragments of copies
of the original molecule. These fragments are called short reads and are 75-300
basepairs (bp) long. The resulting reads lack information about their order and
origin (i.e., which part of the subject genome they are originated from). Hence the
main challenge in genome analysis is to construct the donor’s complete genome
with respect to a reference genome.
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During a process, called read mapping, each read is mapped onto one or more
possible locations in the reference genome based on the similarity between the
read and the reference sequence segment at that location (like solving a jigsaw
puzzle). The similarity measurement is referred to as optimal read alignment (i.e.,
verification) and could be calculated using the Smith-Waterman local alignment
algorithm [17]. It calculates the alignment that is an ordered list of characters
representing possible edit operations and matches required to change one of the
two given sequences into the other. Commonly allowed edit operations include
deletion, insertion and substitution of characters in one or both sequences. As
any two sequences can have several different arrangements of the edit operations
and matches (and hence different alignments), the alignment algorithm usually
involves a backtracking step. This step finds the alignment that has the highest
alignment score (called optimal alignment). The alignment score is the sum
of the scores of all edits and matches along the alignment implied by a user-
defined scoring function. However, this approach is infeasible as it requires O(mn)
running time, where m is the read length (few hundreds of bp) and n is the
reference length (∼ 3.2 billion bp for human genome), for each read in the data
set (hundreds of millions to billions).
To accelerate the read mapping process and reduce the search space, state-
of-the-art mappers employ a strategy called seed-and-extend. In this strategy, a
mapper applies heuristics to first find candidate map locations (seed locations)
of subsequences of the reads using hash tables (BitMapper [18], mrFAST with
FastHASH [19], mrsFAST [20]) or BWT-FM indices (BWA-MEM [21], Bowtie 2
[22], SOAP3-dp [23]). It then aligns the read in full only to those seed locations.
Although the strategies for finding seed locations vary among different read map-
ping algorithms, seed location identification is typically followed by alignment
step. The general goal of this step is to compare the read to the reference seg-
ment at the seed location to check if the read aligns to that location in the genome
with fewer differences (called edits) than a threshold [24].
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Figure 1.1: Rate of verified and unverified read-reference pairs that are generated
by mrFAST mapper and are fed into its read alignment algorithm. We set the
threshold to 2, 3, and 5 edits.
1.1 Research Problem
The alignment step is the performance bottleneck of today’s read map-
per taking over 70% to 90% of the total running time [25, 18, 19]. We
pinpoint three specific problems that cause, affect, or exacerbate the long align-
ment’s execution time.
(1) We find that across our data set (see Chapter 9), an overwhelming ma-
jority (more than 90% as we present in Figure 1.1) of the seed locations, that
are generated by a state-of-the-art read mapper, mrFAST with FastHASH [19],
exhibit more edits than the allowed threshold. These particular seed locations
impose a large computational burden as they waste 90% of the alignment’s exe-
cution time in verifying these incorrect mappings. This observation is also in line
with similar results for other read mappers [19, 25, 18, 26].
(2) Typical read alignment algorithm also needs to tolerate sequencing errors
[27, 28] as well as genetic variations [29]. The read alignment approach is non-
additive measure [30]. This means that if we divide the sequence pair into two
consecutive subsequence pairs, the edit distance of the entire sequence pair is
not necessarily equivalent to the sum of the edit distances of the shorter pairs.
Instead, we need to examine all possible prefixes of the two input sequences and
keep track of the pairs of prefixes that provide an optimal solution. Therefore,
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the read alignment step is implemented using dynamic programming algorithms
to avoid re-examining the same prefixes many times. This includes Levenshtein
distance [31], Smith-Waterman [17], Needleman-Wunsch [32] and their improved
implementations. These algorithms are inefficient as they run in a quadratic-time
complexity in the read length, m, (i.e., O(m2)).
(3) This computational burden is further aggravated by the unprecedented
flood of sequencing data which continues to overwhelm the processing capacity
of existing algorithms and compute infrastructures [33]. While today’s HTS ma-
chines (e.g., Illumina HiSeq4000) can generate more than 300 million bases per
minute, state-of-the-art read mapper can only map 1% of these bases per minute
[34]. The situation gets even worse when one tries to to understand a complex
disease (e.g., autism and cancer) [8, 9, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] or profile a metage-
nomics sample [40, 41, 42, 43], which requires sequencing hundreds of thousands
of genomes. The long execution time of modern-day read alignment can severely
hinder such studies. There is also an urgent need for rapidly incorporating clinical
sequencing into clinical practice for diagnosis of genetic disorders in critically ill
infants [44, 45, 46, 47]. While early diagnosis in such infants shortens the clinical
course and enables optimal outcomes [48, 49, 50], it is still challenging to de-
liver efficient clinical sequencing for tens to hundreds of thousands of hospitalized
infants each year [51].
Tackling these challenges and bridging the widening gap between the execution
time of read alignment and the increasing amount of sequencing data necessitate
the development of fundamentally new, fast, and efficient read alignment algo-
rithms. In the next sections, we provide the motivation behind our proposed
work to considerably boost the performance of read alignment. We also provide
further background information and literature study in Chapter 2.
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1.2 Motivation
We present in Figure 1.2 the flow chart of a typical seed-and-extend based mapper
during the mapping stage. The mapper follows five main steps to map a read
set to the reference genome sequence. (1) In step 1, typically a mapper first
constructs fast indexing data structure (e.g., large hash table) for short segments
(called seeds or k-mers or q-maps) of the reference sequence. (2) In step 2, the
mapper extracts short subsequences from a read and uses them to query the hash
table. (3) In step 3, The hash table returns all the occurrence hits of each seed
in the reference genome. Modern mappers employ seed filtering mechanism to
reduce the false seed locations that leads to incorrect mappings. (4) In step 4, for
each possible location in the list, the mapper retrieves the corresponding reference
segment from the reference genome based on the seed location. The mapper
can then examine the alignment of the entire read with the reference segment
using fast filtering heuristics that reduce the need for the dynamic programming
algorithms. It rejects the mappings if the read and the reference are obviously
dissimilar.
Otherwise, the mapper proceeds to the next step. (5) In step 5, the map-
per calculates the optimal alignment between the read sequence and the ref-
erence sequence using a computationally costly sequence alignment (i.e., veri-
fication) algorithm to determine the similarity between the read sequence and
the reference sequence. Many attempts were made to tackle the computation-
ally very expensive alignment problem. Most existing works tend to follow one
of three key directions: (1) accelerating the dynamic programming algorithms
[52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 23, 59, 60], (2) developing seed filters that aim to
reduce the false seed locations [18, 19, 26, 61, 62, 63, 64], and (3) developing
pre-alignment filtering heuristics [65].
The first direction takes advantage of parallelism capabilities of high perfor-
mance computing platforms such as central processing units (CPUs) [54, 56],
graphics processing units (GPUs) [57, 23, 59], and field-programmable gate ar-
rays (FPGAs) [52, 53, 66, 67, 55, 58, 60]. Among these computing platforms,
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FPGA accelerators seem to yield the highest performance gain [53, 68]. However,
many of these efforts either simplify the scoring function, or only take into account
accelerating the computation of the dynamic programming matrix without pro-
viding the optimal alignment (i.e., backtracking) as in [66, 67]. Different scoring
functions are typically needed to better quantify the similarity between the read
and the reference sequence segment [69]. The backtracking step required for opti-
mal alignment computation involves unpredictable and irregular memory access
patterns, which poses difficult challenge for efficient hardware implementation.
The second direction to accelerate read alignment is to use filtering heuristics
to reduce the size of the seed location list. This is the basic principle of nearly
all mappers that employ seed-and-extend approach. Seed filter applies heuristics
to reduce the output location list. The location list stores all the occurrence
locations of each seed in the reference genome. The returned location list can be
tremendously large as a mapper searches for an exact matches of short segment
(typically 10 bp -13 bp for hash-based mappers) between two very long homolo-
gous genomes [70]. Filters in this category suffer from low filtering accuracy as
they can only look for exact matches with the help of hash table. Thus, they
query a few number of seeds per read (e.g., in Bowtie 2 [22], it is 3 fixed length
seeds at fixed locations) to maintain edit tolerance. mrFAST [19] uses another
approach to increase the seed filtering accuracy by querying the seed and its
shifted copies. This idea is based on the observation that indels cause the trailing
characters to be shifted to one direction. If one of the shifted copies of the seed,
generated from the read sequence, or the seed itself matches the corresponding
seed from the reference, then this seed has zero edits. Otherwise, this approach
calculates the number of edits in this seed as a single edit (that can be a single
indel or a single substitution). Therefore, this approach fails to detect the correct
number of edits for these case, for example, more than one substitutions in the
same seed, substitutions and indel in the same seed, or more than one indels in
the last seed). Seed filtering successes to eliminate some of the incorrect locations
but it is still unable to eliminate sufficiently enough large portion of the false seed
locations, as we present in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.2: The flow chart of seed-and-extend based mappers that includes five
main steps. (1) Typical mapper starts with indexing the reference genome using
a scheme based on hash table or BWT-FM. (2) It extracts number of seeds from
each read that are produced using sequencing machine. (3) It obtains a list of
possible locations within the reference genome that could result in a match with
the extracted seeds. (4) It applies fast heuristics to examine the alignment of
the entire read with its corresponding reference segment of the same length. (5)
It uses expensive and accurate alignment algorithm to determine the similarity
between the read and the reference sequences.
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Figure 1.3: End-to-end execution time (in seconds) for read alignment, with (blue
plot) and without (green plot) pre-alignment filter. Our goal is to significantly
reduce the alignment time spent on verifying incorrect mappings (highlighted in
yellow). We sweep the percentage of rejected mappings and the filtering speed
compared to alignment algorithm in the x-axis.
The third direction to accelerate read alignment is to minimize the number of
incorrect mappings on which alignment is performed by incorporating filtering
heuristics. This is the last line of defense before invoking computationally expen-
sive read alignment. Such filters come into play before read alignment (i.e., hence
called pre-alignment filter), discarding incorrect mappings that alignment would
deem a poor match. Though the seed filtering and the pre-alignment filtering
have the same goal, they are fundamentally different problems. In pre-alignment
filtering approach, a filter needs to examine the entire mapping. They calculate
a best guess estimate for the alignment score between a read sequence and a ref-
erence segment. If the lower bound exceeds a certain number of edits, indicating
that the read and the reference segment do not align, the mapping is eliminated
such that no alignment is performed. Unfortunately, the best performing exist-
ing pre-alignment filter, such as shifted Hamming distance (SHD), is slow and its
mechanism introduces inaccuracy in its filtering unnecessarily as we show in our
study in Chapter 3 and in our experimental evaluation, Chapter 9.
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Pre-alignment filter enables the acceleration of read alignment and
meanwhile offers the ability to make the best use of existing read align-
ment algorithms.
These benefits come without sacrificing any capabilities of these algorithms,
as pre-alignment filter does not modify or replace the alignment step. This mo-
tivates us to focus our improvement and acceleration efforts on pre-alignment
filtering. We analyze in Figure 1.3 the effect of adding pre-alignment filtering
step before calculating the optimal alignment and after generating the seed lo-
cations. We make two key observations. (1) The reduction in the end-to-end
processing time of the alignment step largely depends on the accuracy and the
speed of the pre-alignment filter. (2) Pre-alignment filtering can provide unsatis-
factory performance (as highlighted in red) if it can not reject more than about
30% of the potential mappings while it’s only 2x-4x faster than read alignment
step.
We conclude that it is important to understand well what makes pre-alignment
filter inefficient, such that we can devise new filtering technique that is much faster
than read alignment and yet maintains high filtering accuracy.
1.3 Thesis Statement
Our goal in this thesis is to significantly reduce the time spent on calculating the
optimal alignment in genome analysis from hours to mere seconds, given limited
computational resources (i.e., personal computer or small hardware). This would
make it feasible to analyze DNA routinely in the clinic for personalized health
applications. Towards this end, we analyze the mappings that are provided to
read alignment algorithm, and explore the causes of filtering inaccuracy. Our
thesis statement is:
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read alignment can be substantially accelerated using computation-
ally inexpensive and accurate pre-alignment filtering algorithms de-
signed for specialized hardware.
Accurate filter designed on a specialized hardware platform can drastically
expedite read alignment by reducing the number of locations that must be ver-
ified via dynamic programming. To this end, we (1) develop four hardware-
acceleration-friendly filtering algorithms and highly-parallel hardware accelera-
tor designs which greatly reduce the need for alignment verification in DNA read
mapping, (2) introduce fast and accurate pre-alignment filter for general purpose
processors, and (3) develop a better understanding of filtering inaccuracy and
explore speed/accuracy trade-offs.
1.4 Contributions
The overarching contribution of this thesis is the new algorithms and architectures
that reduce read alignment’s execution time in read mapping. More specifically,
this thesis makes the following main contributions:
1. We provide a detailed investigation and analysis of four potential causes of
filtering inaccuracy in the state-of-the-art alignment filter, SHD [65]. We
also provide our recommendations on eliminating these causes and improv-
ing the overall filtering accuracy.
2. GateKeeper. We introduce the first hardware pre-alignment filtering,
GateKeeper, which substantially reduces the need for alignment verification
in DNA read mapping. GateKeeper is highly parallel and heavily relies on
bitwise operations such as look-up table, shift, XOR, and AND. GateKeeper
can examine up to 16 mappings in parallel, on a single FPGA chip with a
logic utilization of less than 1% for a single filtering unit. It provides two
orders of magnitude speedup over the state-of-the-art pre-alignment filter,
SHD. It also provides up to 13.9x speedup to the state-of-the-art aligners.
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GateKeeper is published in Bioinformatics [71] and also available in arXiv
[72].
3. Shouji. We introduce Shouji, a highly accurate and parallel pre-alignment
filter which uses a sliding window approach to quickly identify dissimilar
sequences without the need for computationally expensive alignment al-
gorithms. Shouji can examine up to 16 mappings in parallel, on a single
FPGA chip with a logic utilization of up to 2% for a single filtering unit. It
provides, on average, 1.2x to 1.4x more speedup than what GateKeeper pro-
vides to the state-of-the-art read aligners due to its high accuracy. Shouji
is 2.9x to 155x more accurate than GateKeeper. Shouji is published in
Bioinformatics [73] and also available in arXiv [74].
4. MAGNET. We introduce MAGNET, a highly accurate pre-alignment fil-
ter which employs greedy divide-and-conquer approach for identifying all
non-overlapping long matches between two sequences. MAGNET can ex-
amine 2 or 8 mappings in parallel depending on the edit distance threshold,
on a single FPGA chip with a logic utilization of up to 37.8% for a single
filtering unit. MAGNET is, on average, two to four orders of magnitude
more accurate than both Shouji and GateKeeper. This comes at the ex-
pense of its filtering speed as it becomes up to 8x slower than Shouji and
GateKeeper. It still provides up to 16.6x speedup to the state-of-the-art
read aligners. MAGNET is published in IPSI [75], available in arXiv [76],
and presented in AACBB2018 [77].
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5. SneakySnake. We introduce SneakySnake, the fastest and the most ac-
curate pre-alignment filter. SneakySnake reduces the problem of finding
the optimal alignment to finding a snake’s optimal path (with the least
number of obstacles) in linear time complexity in read length. We pro-
vide a cost-effective CPU implementation for our SneakySnake algorithm
that accelerates the state-of-the-art read aligners, Edlib [78] and Parasail
[54], by up to 43x and 57.9x, respectively, without the need for hardware
accelerators. We also provide a scalable hardware architecture and hard-
ware design optimization for the SneakySnake algorithm in order to further
boost its speed. The hardware implementation of SneakySnake accelerates
the existing state-of-the-art aligners by up to 21.5x when it is combined
with the aligner. SneakySnake is up to one order, four orders, and five
orders of magnitude more accurate compared to MAGNET, Shouji, and
GateKeeper, while preserving all correct mappings. SneakySnake also re-
duces the memory footprint of Edlib aligner by 50%. This work is yet to
be published.
6. We provide a comprehensive analysis of the asymptotic run time and space
complexity of our four pre-alignment filtering algorithms. We perform a
detailed experimental evaluation of our proposed algorithms using 12 real
datasets across three different read lengths (100 bp, 150 bp, and 250 bp) an
edit distance threshold of 0% to 10% of the read length. We explore different
implementations for the edit distance problem in order to compare the
performance of SneakySnake that calculate approximate edit distance with
that of the efficient implementation of exact edit distance. This also helps
us to develop a deep understanding of the trade-off between the accuracy
and speed of pre-alignment filtering.
Overall, we show in this thesis that developing a hardware-based alignment fil-
tering algorithm and architecture together is both feasible and effective by build-
ing our hardware accelerator on a modern FPGA system. We also demonstrate
that our pre-alignment filters are more effective in boosting the overall perfor-
mance of the alignment step than only accelerating the dynamic programming
algorithms by one to two orders of magnitude.
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This thesis provides a foundation in developing fast and accurate pre-alignment
filters for accelerating existing and future read mappers.
1.5 Outline
This thesis is organized into 11 chapters. Chapter 2 describes the necessary
background on read mappers and related prior works on accelerating their com-
putations. Chapter 3 explores the potential causes of filtering inaccuracy and
provides recommendations on tackling them. Chapter 4 presents the architecture
and implementation details of our hardware accelerator that we use for boosting
the speed of our proposed pre-alignment filters. Chapter 5 presents GateKeeper
algorithm and architecture. Chapter 6 presents Shouji algorithm and its hard-
ware architecture. Chapter 7 presents MAGNET algorithm and its hardware
architecture. Chapter 8 presents SneakySnake algorithm. Chapter 9 presents the
detailed experimental evaluation for all our proposed pre-alignment filters along
with comprehensive comparison with the state-of-the-art existing works. Chapter
10 presents conclusions and future research directions that are enabled by this
thesis. Finally, Appendix A extends Chapter 9 with more detailed information
and additional experimental data/results.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we provide the necessary background on two key read map-
ping methods. We highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each method. We
then provide an extensive literature review on the prior, existing, and recent ap-
proaches for accelerating the operations of read mappers. We devote the provided
background materials only to the reduction of read mapper’s execution time.
2.1 Overview of Read Mapper
With the presence of a reference genome, read mappers maintain a large index
database (∼ 3 GB to 20 GB for human genome) for the reference genome. This
facilitates querying the whole reference sequence quickly and efficiently. Read
mappers can use one of the following indexing techniques: suffix trees [79], suffix
arrays [80], Burrows-Wheeler transformation [81] followed by Ferragina-Manzini
index [82] (BWT-FM), and hash tables [19, 83, 62]. The choice of the index
affects the query size, querying speed, and memory footprint of the read mapper,
and even access patterns.
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Unlike hash tables, suffix-array or suffix tree can answer queries of variable
length sequences. Based on the indexing technique used, short read mappers
typically fall into one of two main categories [33]: (1) Burrows-Wheeler Transfor-
mation [81] and Ferragina-Manzini index [82] (BWT-FM)-based methods and (2)
Seed-and-extend based methods. Both types have different strengths and weak-
nesses. The first approach (implemented by BWA [84], BWT-SW [85], Bowtie
[86], SOAP2 [87], and SOAP3 [88]) uses aggressive algorithms to optimize the
candidate location pools to find closest matches, and therefore may not find
many potentially-correct mappings [89]. Their performance degrades as either
the sequencing error rate increases or the genetic differences between the subject
and the reference genome are more likely to occur [90, 84]. To allow mismatches,
BWT-FM mapper exhaustively traverses the data structure and match the seed
to each possible path. Thus, Bowtie [86], for example, performs a depth-first
search (DFS) algorithm on the prefix trie and stops when the first hit (within a
threshold of less than 4) is found. Next, we explain SOAP2, SOAP3, and Bowtie
as examples of this category.
SOAP2 [87] improves the execution time and the memory utilization of SOAP
[91] by replacing its hash index technique with the BWT index. SOAP2 divides
the read into non-overlapping (i.e., consecutive) seeds based on the number of
allowed edits (default five). To tolerate two edits, SOAP2 splits a read into three
consecutive seeds to search for at least one exact match seed that allows for up
to two mismatches. SOAP3 [88] is the first read mapper that leverage graphics
processing unit (GPU) to facilitate parallel calculations, as the authors claim in
[88]. It speeds up the mapping process of SOAP2 [87] using a reference sequence
that is indexed by the combination of the BWT index and the hash table. The
purpose of this combination is to address the issue of random memory access
while searching the BWT index, which is challenging for a GPU implementation.
Both SOAP2 [87] and SOAP3 [88] can support alignment with an edit distance
threshold of up to four bp.
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Bowtie [86] follows the same concept of SOAP2. However, it also provides
a backtracking step that favors high-quality alignments. It also uses a ’double
BWT indexing’ approach to avoid excessive backtracking by indexing the refer-
ence genome and its reversed version. Bowtie fails to align reads to a reference
for an edit distance threshold of more than three bp.
The second category uses a hash table to index short seeds presented in ei-
ther the read set (as in SHRiMP [83], Maq [92], RMAP [93], and ZOOM [94])
or the reference (as in most of the other modern mappers in this category). The
idea of the hash table indexing can be tracked back to BLAST [95]. Examples of
this category include BFAST [96], BitMapper [18], mrFAST with FastHASH [19],
mrsFAST [20], SHRiMP [83], SHRiMP2 [97], RazerS [64], Maq [92], Hobbes [62],
drFAST [98], MOSAIK [99], SOAP [91], Saruman [100] (GPU), ZOOM [94], and
RMAP [93]. Hash-based mappers build a very comprehensive but overly large
candidate location pool and rely on seed filters and local alignment techniques
to remove incorrect mappings from consideration in the verification step. Map-
pers in this category are able to find all correct mappings of a read, but waste
computational resources for identifying and rejecting incorrect mappings. As a
result, they are slower than BWT-FM-based mappers. Next, we explain mrFAST
mapper as an example of this category.
mrFAST (> version 2.5) [19] first builds a hash table to index fixed-length
seeds (typically 10-13 bp) from the reference genome . It then applies a seed
location filtering mechanism, called Adjacency Filter, on the hash table to reduce
the false seed locations. It divides each query read into smaller fixed-length seeds
to query the hash table for their associated seed locations. Given an edit distance
threshold, Adjacency Filter requires N-E seeds to exactly match adjacent loca-
tions, where N is the number of the seeds and E is the edit distance threshold.
Finally, mrFAST tries to extend the read at each of the seed locations by align-
ing the read to the reference fragment at the seed location via Levenshtein edit
distance [31] with Ukkonen’s banded algorithm [101]. One drawback of this seed
filtering is that the presence of one or more substitutions in any seed is counted
by the Adjacency Filter as a single mismatch. The effectiveness of the Adjacency
Filter for substitutions and indels diminishes when E becomes larger than 3 edits.
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A recent work in [102] shows that by removing redundancies in the refer-
ence genome and also across the reads, seed-and-extend mappers can be faster
than BWT-FM-based mappers. This space-efficient approach uses a similar idea
presented in [94]. A hybrid method that incorporates the advantages of each
approach can be also utilized, such as BWA-MEM [21].
2.2 Acceleration of Read Mappers
A majority of read mappers are developed for machines equipped with the general-
purpose central processing units (CPUs). As long as the gap between the CPU
computing speed and the very large amount of sequencing data widens, CPU-
based mappers become less favorable due to their limitations in accessing data
[52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 23, 59, 60]. To tackle this challenge, many attempts
were made to accelerate the operations of read mapping. We survey in Figure
2.1 the existing read mappers implemented in various acceleration platforms.
FPGA-based read mappers often demonstrate one to two orders of magnitude
speedups against their GPU-based counterparts [53, 68]. Most of the existing
works used hardware platforms to only accelerate the dynamic programming al-
gorithms (e.g., Smith-Waterman algorithm [17]), as these algorithms contributed
significantly to the overall running time of read mappers. Most existing works can
be divided into three main approaches: (1) Developing seed filtering mechanism
to reduce the seed location list, (2) Accelerating the computationally expensive
alignment algorithms using algorithmic development or hardware accelerators,
and (3) Developing pre-alignment filtering heuristics to reduce the number of in-
correct mappings before being examined by read alignment. We describe next
each of these three acceleration efforts in detail.
2.2.1 Seed Filtering
The first approach to accelerate today’s read mapper is to filter the seed location
list before performing read alignment.
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Figure 2.1: Timeline of read mappers. CPU-based mappers are plotted in black,
GPU accelerated mappers in red, FPGA accelerated mappers in blue and SSE-
based mappers in green. Grey dotted lines connect related mappers (extensions
or new versions). The names in the timeline are exactly as they appear in pub-
lications, except: SOAP3-FPGA [103], BWA-MEM-FPGA [55], BFAST-Olson
[104], BFAST-Yus [105], BWA-Waidyasooriya [58], and BWA-W [68].
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This is the basic principle of nearly all seed-and-extend mappers. Seed filtering
is based on the observation that if two sequences are potentially similar, then they
share a certain number of seeds. Seeds (sometimes called q-grams or k-mers) are
short subsequences that are used as indices into the reference genome to reduce
the search space and speed up the mapping process. Modern mappers extract
short subsequences from each read and use them as a key to query the previously
built large reference index database. The database returns the location lists for
each seed. The location list stores all the occurrence locations of each seed in the
reference genome. The mapper then examines the optimal alignment between the
read and the reference segment at each of these seed locations. The performance
and accuracy of seed-and-extend mappers depend on how the seeds are selected
in the first stage. Mappers should select a large number of non-overlapping seeds
while keeping each seed as infrequent as possible for full sensitivity [70, 106, 19].
There is also a significant advantage to selecting seeds with unequal lengths, as
possible seeds of equal lengths can have drastically different levels of frequencies.
Finding the optimal set of seeds from read sequences is challenging and complex,
primarily because the associated search space is large and it grows exponentially
as the number of seeds increases. There are other variants of seed filtering based
on the pigeonhole principle [18, 61], non-overlapping seeds [19], gapped seeds
[107, 63], variable-length seeds [70], random permutation of subsequences [108],
or full permutation of all possible subsequences [25, 109, 110].
2.2.2 Accelerating Read Alignment
The second approach to boost the performance of read mappers is to accelerate
read alignment step. One of the most fundamental computational steps in most
bioinformatics analyses is the detection of the differences/similarities between two
genomic sequences. Edit distance and pairwise alignment are two approaches to
achieve this step, formulated as approximate string matching [24]. Edit distance
approach is a measure of how much the sequences differ. It calculates the mini-
mum number of edits needed to convert one sequence into the other.
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The higher the distance, the more different the sequences from one another.
Commonly allowed edit operations include deletion, insertion, and substitution
of characters in one or both sequences. Pairwise alignment is a way to identify
regions of high similarity between sequences. Each application employs a dif-
ferent edit model (called scoring function), which is then used to generate an
alignment score. The latter is a measure of how much the sequences are alike.
Any two sequences have a single edit distance value but they can have several
different alignments (i.e., ordered lists of possible edit operations and matches)
with different alignment scores. Thus, alignment algorithms usually involve a
backtracking step for providing the optimal alignment (i.e., the best arrangement
of the possible edit operations and matches) that has the highest alignment score.
Depending on the demand, pairwise alignment can be performed as global align-
ment, where two sequences of the same length are aligned end-to-end, or local
alignment, where subsequences of the two given sequences are aligned. It can
also be performed as semi-global alignment (called glocal), where the entirety of
one sequence is aligned towards one of the ends of the other sequence.
The edit distance and pairwise alignment approaches are non-additive mea-
sures [30]. This means that if we divide the sequence pair into two consecutive
subsequence pairs, the edit distance of the entire sequence pair is not necessarily
equivalent to the sum of the edit distances of the shorter pairs. Instead, we need
to examine all possible prefixes of the two input sequences and keep track of
the pairs of prefixes that provide an optimal solution. Enumerating all possible
prefixes is necessary for tolerating edits that result from both sequencing errors
[28] and genetic variations [29]. Therefore, they are typically implemented as
dynamic programming algorithms to avoid re-computing the edit distance of the
prefixes many times. These implementations, such as Levenshtein distance [31],
Smith-Waterman [17], and Needleman-Wunsch [32], are still inefficient as they
have quadratic time and space complexity (i.e., O(m2) for a sequence length of
m). Many attempts were made to boost the performance of existing sequence
aligners. Despite more than three decades of attempts, the fastest known edit
distance algorithm [111] has a running time of O(m2/log2m) for sequences of
length m, which is still nearly quadratic [112].
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Therefore, more recent works tend to follow one of two key new directions
to boost the performance of sequence alignment and edit distance implementa-
tions: (1) Accelerating the dynamic programming algorithms using hardware
accelerators. (2) Developing filtering heuristics that reduce the need for the
dynamic programming algorithms, given an edit distance threshold. Hard-
ware accelerators are becoming increasingly popular for speeding up
the computationally-expensive alignment and edit distance algorithms
[113, 114, 115, 116]. Hardware accelerators include multi-core and SIMD (sin-
gle instruction multiple data) capable central processing units (CPUs), graphics
processing units (GPUs), and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The
classical dynamic programming algorithms are typically accelerated by comput-
ing only the necessary regions (i.e., diagonal vectors) of the dynamic program-
ming matrix rather than the entire matrix, as proposed in Ukkonen’s banded
algorithm [101]. The number of the diagonal bands required for computing the
dynamic programming matrix is 2E+1, where E is a user-defined edit distance
threshold. The banded algorithm is still beneficial even with its recent sequential
implementations as in Edlib [78]. The Edlib algorithm is implemented in C for
standard CPUs and it calculates the banded Levenshtein distance. Parasail [54]
exploits both Ukkonen’s banded algorithm and SIMD-capable CPUs to compute
a banded alignment for a sequence pair with user-defined scoring matrix and
affine gap penalty. SIMD instructions offer significant parallelism to the matrix
computation by executing the same vector operation on multiple operands at
once.
Multi-core architecture of CPUs and GPUs provides the ability to compute
alignments of many sequence pairs independently and concurrently [56, 57].
GSWABE [57] exploits GPUs (Tesla K40) for a highly-parallel computation of
global alignment with affine gap penalty. CUDASW++ 3.0 [59] exploits the
SIMD capability of both CPUs and GPUs (GTX690) to accelerate the computa-
tion of the Smith-Waterman algorithm with affine gap penalty. CUDASW++ 3.0
provides only the optimal score, not the optimal alignment (i.e., no backtracking
step).
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Other designs, for instance FPGASW [53], exploit the very large number of
hardware execution units in FPGAs (Xilinx VC707) to form a linear systolic array
[117]. Each execution unit in the systolic array is responsible for computing the
value of a single entry of the dynamic programming matrix. The systolic array
computes a single vector of the matrix at a time. The data dependencies between
the entries restrict the systolic array to computing the vectors sequentially (e.g.,
top-to-bottom, left-to-right, or in an anti-diagonal manner). FPGA acceleration
platform can also provide more speedup to big-data computing frameworks -such
as Apache Spark- for accelerating BWA-MEM [21]. By this integration, Chen
et al. [118] achieve 2.6x speedup over the same cloud-based implementation but
without FPGA acceleration [119]. FPGA accelerators seem to yield the highest
performance gain compared to the other hardware accelerators [52, 53, 68, 58].
However, many of these efforts either simplify the scoring function, or only take
into account accelerating the computation of the dynamic programming matrix
without providing the optimal alignment as in [66, 67, 59]. Different scoring
functions are typically needed to better quantify the similarity between two se-
quences [120, 121]. The backtracking step required for the optimal alignment
computation involves unpredictable and irregular memory access patterns, which
poses a difficult challenge for efficient hardware implementation. Comprehen-
sive surveys on hardware acceleration for computational genomics appeared in
[113, 114, 115, 116, 33]
2.2.3 False Mapping Filtering
The third approach to accelerate read mapping is to incorporate a pre-alignment
filtering technique within the read mapper, before read alignment step. This filter
is responsible for quickly excluding incorrect mappings in an early stage (i.e., as
a pre-alignment step) to reduce the number of false mappings (i.e., mappings
that have more edits than the user-defined threshold) that must be verified via
dynamic programming. Existing filtering techniques include the so-called shifted
Hamming distance (SHD) [65], which we explain next.
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2.2.3.1 Shifted Hamming Distance (SHD)
SHD enables pre-alignment filtering with the existence of indels and substitutions.
Instead of building a single bit-vector using a pairwise comparison as Hamming
distance does, SHD builds 2E+1 bit-vectors, where E is the user-defined edit
distance threshold. This is similar to the Ukkonen’s banded algorithm [101]. Each
bit-vector is built by gradually shifting the read sequence and then performing
a pairwise comparison. The shifting process is inevitable in order to skip the
deleted (or inserted) character and examine the subsequent matches. SHD merges
all masks using bitwise AND operation. Due to the use of AND operation, a zero
(i.e., pairwise match) at any position in the 2E+1 masks leads to a ‘0’ in the
resulting output of the AND operation at the same position. The last step is to
count the positions that have a value other than ‘0’. SHD decides if the mapping is
correct based on whether the number of the mismatches exceeds the edit distance
threshold or not. SHD heavily relies on bitwise operations such as shift, XOR,
and AND. This makes SHD suitable for bitwise hardware implementations (e.g.,
FPGAs and SIMD-enabled CPUs).
Our crucial observation is that SHD examines each mapping, throughout the
filtering process, by performing expensive computations unnecessarily; as SHD
uses the same amount of computation regardless the type of edit. SHD is also im-
plemented using Intel SSE, which limits the supported read length up to only 128
bp (due to SIMD register size). The filtering mechanism of SHD also introduces
inaccuracy in its filtering decision as we investigate and demonstrate in Chapter
3 and in our experimental evaluation, Chapter 9.
2.3 Summary
We survey in this chapter the existing key directions that aim at accelerating all
or part of the operations of modern read mappers. We analyze these attempts
and provide the pros and cons of each direction.
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We present three main acceleration approaches, including (1) seed filtering,
(2) accelerating the dynamic programming algorithm, (3) pre-alignment filter-
ing. In Figure 1.1, we illustrate that the state-of-the-art mapper mrFAST with
FastHASH [19] generates more than 90% of the potential mappings as incor-
rect ones, although it implements a seed filtering mechanism (Adjacency Filter)
and SIMD-accelerated banded Levenshtein edit distance algorithm. This demon-
strates that the development of a fundamentally new, fast, and efficient pre-
alignment filter is the utmost necessity. Note that there is still no work, to best
of our knowledge, on specialized hardware acceleration of pre-alignment filtering
techniques.
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Chapter 3
Understanding and Improving
Pre-alignment Filtering Accuracy
In this chapter, we firstly provide performance metrics used to evaluate pre-
alignment filtering techniques. The essential performance metrics are filtering
speed and filtering accuracy. We secondly study the causes of filtering inaccuracy
of the state-of-the-art pre-alignment filter, SHD [65], aiming at eliminating them.
We find four key causes and provide a detailed investigation along with examples
on these inaccuracy sources. This is the first work to comprehensively assess the
filtering inaccuracy of the SHD algorithm [65] and provide recommendations for
desirable improvements.
3.1 Pre-alignment Filter Performance Metrics
An ideal pre-alignment filter should be both fast and accurate in rejecting the
incorrect mappings. Meanwhile, it should also preserve all correct mappings.
Incorrect mapping is defined as a sequence pair that differs by more than the edit
distance threshold. Correct mapping is defined as a sequence pair that has edits
less than or equal to the edit distance threshold.
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Next, we describe the performance metrics that are necessary to evaluate the
speed and accuracy of existing and future pre-alignment filtering algorithms.
3.1.1 Filtering Speed
The filtering speed is defined as the time spent by the pre-alignment filter in
examining all the incoming mappings. We always want to increase the speed of
the pre-alignment filter to compensate the computation overhead introduced by
its filtering technique.
3.1.2 Filtering Accuracy
3.1.2.1 False Accept Rate
The false accept rate (or false positive rate) is the ratio between the incorrect
mappings that are falsely accepted by the filter and the incorrect mappings that
are rejected by optimal read alignment algorithm. Similarly, a mapping is con-
sidered as a false positive if read alignment accepts it but pre-alignment filter
rejects it. We always want to minimize the false accept rate.
3.1.2.2 True Accept Rate
The true accept rate (or true positive rate) is the ratio between the correct map-
pings that are accepted by the filter and the correct mappings that are accepted
by optimal read alignment algorithm. The true accept rate should always equal
to 1.
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3.1.2.3 False Reject Rate
The false reject rate (or false negative rate) is the ratio between the correct map-
pings that are rejected by the filter and the correct mappings that are accepted
by optimal read alignment algorithm. The false reject rate should always equal
to 0.
3.1.2.4 True Reject Rate
The true reject rate (or true negative rate) is the ratio between the incorrect
mappings that are rejected by the filter and the incorrect mappings that are
rejected by optimal read alignment algorithm. We always want to maximize the
true reject rate. In fact, the true reject rate is inversely proportional to the false
accept rate. However, they can be equivalent in ratio in case of all mappings are
correct and accepted by the filter.
3.1.3 End-to-End Alignment Speed
Can very fast filter with high false accept rate be better than more accurate filter
at the cost of its speed? The answer to this question is not trivial because both
speed and accuracy contribute to the overall speed of read alignment. The only
way to answer this question is evaluate the effect of such filter on the overall speed
of read alignment step. Thus, we need to evaluate the end-to-end alignment speed.
This includes the integration of pre-alignment filter with read alignment step and
evaluate the acceleration rate. Another crucial observation is that pre-alignment
filter applies heuristic approach, which can be optimal for some alignment cases
while it fails in other cases. Thus, filter that performs best for specific read set
and edit distance threshold may not perform well for other read sets and edit
distance thresholds. The user-defined edit distance threshold, E, is usually less
than 5% of the read length [18, 65, 122, 62].
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3.2 On the False Filtering of SHD algorithm
In this section, we investigate the potential causes of filtering inaccuracy that
are introduced by the state-of-the-art filter, SHD [65] (we describe the algorithm
in Chapter 2). We also provide examples that illustrate each of these causes.
Adding an additional fast filtering heuristic before the verification step in a read
mapper can be beneficial. But, such a filter can be easily worthless if it allows
a high false accept rate. Even though the incorrect mappings that pass SHD
are discarded later by the read alignment step (as it has zero false accept rate
and zero false reject rate), they can dramatically increase the execution time of
read mapper by causing a mapping to be examined twice unnecessarily by both
the filtering step as well as read alignment step. Below, we describe four major
sources of false positives that are introduced by the filtering strategy of SHD.
3.2.1 Random Zeros
The first source of false accept rate of SHD [65] is the random zeros that appear
in the individual shifted Hamming mask. Although they result from a pairwise
comparison between a shifted read and a reference segment, we refer to them as
random zeros because they are sometimes meaningless and are not part of the
correct alignment. SHD ANDs all shifted Hamming masks together with the idea
that all ‘0’s in the individual Hamming masks propagate to the final bit-vector,
thereby preserving the information of individual matching subsequences. Due to
the use of AND operation, a zero at any position in the 2E+1 Hamming masks
leads to a ‘0’ in the resulting final bit-vector at the same position. Hence, even
if some Hamming masks show a mismatch at that position, a zero in some other
masks leads to a match (‘0’) at the same position. This tends to underestimate
the actual number of edits and eventually causes some incorrect mappings to pass.
To fix this issue, SHD proposes the so-called speculative removal of short-matches
(SRS) before ANDing the masks, which flips short streaks of ‘0’s in each mask
into ‘1’s such that they do not mask out ‘1’s in other Hamming masks.
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAGAGAGAGATATTTAGTGTTGCAGCACTACAACACAAAAGAGGACCAACTTACGTGTCTAAAAGGGGGAACATTGTTGGGCCGGA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAGAGAGAGATAGTTAGTGTTGCAGCCACTACAACACAAAAGAGGACCAACTTACGTGTCTAAAAGGGGAGACATTGTTGGGCCGG
0000000000000000000000000010000000000001111111011110001110110101101111111110001000001111011010010101 
0000000000000011111111111110011111011111000000000000000000000000000000000000000000011000000000000000 
0000000000000010000000001011011100111111111111101111000111011010110111111111000100010011101101001010 
0000000000000010111111111110111011001101110111011000100100111111111111100101100110010110111011101111 
0000000000000111111111111110111110111111011101100010010011111111111110010110011000101011101110111110 
0000000000001000000000100111110011111111100100011010101001101011111111111110111001111111000111101100 
0000000000010111111111110111011001100011111111101011011111100110010111011111111011101111010111001000
Query : 
Reference :
Hamming Mask : 
1-Deletion Mask :
2-Deletion Mask :
3-Deletion Mask :
1-Insertion Mask :
2-Insertion Mask :
3-Insertion Mask :
0000000000000000000000000010000000000001111111111110001111111101111111111110001000001111111111111111 
0000000000000011111111111111111111111111000000000000000000000000000000000000000000011000000000000000 
0000000000000010000000001111111111111111111111111111000111111111111111111111000100011111111111111110 
0000000000000011111111111111111111111111111111111000111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
0000000000000111111111111111111111111111111111100011111111111111111111111111111000111111111111111110 
0000000000001000000000111111111111111111111100011111111111111111111111111111111111111111000111111100 
0000000000011111111111111111111111100011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111000
0000000000000000000000000010000000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000000000
Hamming Mask : 
1-Deletion Mask :
2-Deletion Mask :
3-Deletion Mask :
1-Insertion Mask :
2-Insertion Mask :
3-Insertion Mask :
Final bit-vector :
(AND output)
--- Masks after speculative removal of short-matches (SRS) ---
Substitution Deletion 2 Substitutions
Figure 3.1: An example of a mapping with all its generated masks, where the
edit distance threshold (E ) is set to 3. The green highlighted subsequences are
part of the correct alignment. The red highlighted bit in the final bit-vector is a
wrong alignment provided by SHD. The correct alignment (highlighted in yellow)
shows that there are three substitutions and a single deletion, while SHD detects
only two substitutions and a single deletion.
We illustrate this method in Figure 3.1. The number of zeros to be amended
(SRS threshold) is set by default to two. That is, bit streams such as 101, 1001 are
replaced with 111 and 1111, respectively. The 2E+1 masks contain other zeros
that are part of the correct alignment. For example, Figure 3.1 shown a segment
of consecutive matches in one-step right-shifted mask. This segment indicates
that there is a single deletion that occurred in the read sequence. Unlike these
meaningful zeros, random amended zeros can be anywhere in the masks except
the two ends of each mask. However, the length and the position of these zeros are
unpredictable. They can have any length that makes the SRS method ineffective
at handling these random zeros. There is no clear theory behind the exact SRS
threshold to be used to eliminate such zeros. SRS successfully reduce some of
the falsely accepted mappings, but it also introduces its own source of falsely
accepted mappings. Choosing a small SRS threshold helps, but does not provide
any guarantee, to get rid of some of these random zeros. Choosing a larger SRS
threshold can be risky, since, with such a large threshold, SHD might no longer be
able to distinguish whether any streak of consecutive zeros is generated by random
chance or it is part of the correct alignment. This results in SHD ignoring most
of the exact matching subsequences and causes an all-‘1’ final bit-vector.
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AAAAAAAAAAACCCATCAAAAAGTGGGCAAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTTTCAAAAGAAGACATTTATGCAGCCAAAAGACACATGAAAAAAATGCTCAT
AAAAAAAAAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGCAAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTATGCAGCCAACAGACACATGAAAAAATGCTCATC
Query : 
Reference :
AAAAAAAAAAACCCATCAAAAAGTGGGCAAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTTTCAAAAGAAGACATTTATGCAGCCAAAAGACACATGAAAAAAATGCTCAT
|||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||| ||||||||| |||||||||||||
AAAAAAAAAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGCAAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTATGCAGCCAACAGACACATG-AAAAAATGCTCAT
0000000000100000000000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000000100000000000000011111111 
0000000000111111110000111111111111111111111111111111100011111111111111111111111111111110000011111111
0000000000111111111000111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110001111000011111100 
0000000000111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110000111111111111111111111111111100011111111
0000000000000111100001111111111111111111111111111111000111111111111111111111111111111100000000000000 
0000000001111111100011111111111111111111111111100011111111111111111111111111111000111100000111111100 
0000000011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110000111111111111111111111111111100001111111000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000
Needleman-Wunsch 
Alignment:
Random zeros
Hamming Mask : 
1-Deletion Mask :
2-Deletion Mask :
3-Deletion Mask :
1-Insertion Mask :
2-Insertion Mask :
3-Insertion Mask :
Final bit-vector :
Figure 3.2: Examples of an incorrect mapping that passes the SHD filter due to
the random zeros. While the edit distance threshold is 3, a mapping of 4 edits
(as examined at the end of the figure by Needleman-Wunsch algorithm) passes
as a falsely accepted mapping.
In Figure 3.2, we provide an example where random zeros dominate and lead
to a zero in the final bit-vector at their corresponding locations. SRS can address
the inaccuracy caused by the random 3-bit zeros, which are highlighted by the
left arrow, using an SRS threshold of 3. However, SRS is still unable to solve
the inaccuracy caused by the 15-bit zeros that are highlighted by the right arrow.
This is due to the fact that the 15-bit zeros are part of the correct alignment and
hence amending them to ones can introduce more falsely accepted mappings.
3.2.2 Conservative Counting
The second source of high false accept rate of SHD [65] is related to the way in
which SHD counts the edits in the final bit-vector. Amending short streaks of
‘0’s to ‘1’s could cause correct mappings to be mistakenly filtered out, as it may
produce multiple ones in the final bit-vector. To ensure that it does not overcount
the number of edits, SHD always assumes the streaks of ‘1’s in the final bit-vector
as a side effect of the SRS amendment, and counts only the minimum number of
edits that potentially generate such a streak of ‘1’s. The total number of edits
reported by SHD can be much smaller than the actual number of edits.
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AAAAAAACAAACAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGTGAAGGATATGAATTCACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTCTCAGCCAAAAAACACATGAAAAAATGCTC
AAAAAAACAAACAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGTGAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTACTCAGCCAAAAAACACATGAAAAAATGCT
Query : 
Reference :
AAAAAAACAAACAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGTGAAGGATATGAATTCACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTT-CTCAGCCAAAAAACACATGAAAAAATGCT
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| : ||||||||||||||||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
AAAAAAACAAACAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGTGAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTACTCAGCCAAAAAACACATGAAAAAATGCT
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000011100000000000000000000000111111110000011111110000011111 
0000000111111110001111000011111111111111111111111111111110001111111111100000000000000000000000000000 
0000000111111111111111100011111111111111111111110001111111111111111111111111111000001111111000001111 
0000000111110001111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111000011111111111111100001000111100001111 
0000001111111100011110000111111111111111111111111111111100011111111111111111110000100011110000111100 
0000011111111111111110001111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110001111111110001111100 
0000111110001111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111000011111111111111111111111111111111111000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000011100000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000Final bit-vector :
Needleman-Wunsch 
Alignment:
Misinterpreted as a single edit
Hamming Mask : 
1-Deletion Mask :
2-Deletion Mask :
3-Deletion Mask :
1-Insertion Mask :
2-Insertion Mask :
3-Insertion Mask :
The 3-bit ones are a result of substitutions and not the amendment
Figure 3.3: An example of an incorrect mapping that passes the SHD filter due
to conservative counting of the short streak of ‘1’s in the final bit-vector.
For instance, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, three consecutive substitutions render
a streak of three ‘1’s in the final bit-vector. But since SHD always assumes the
middle ‘1’ is the result of an amended ‘0’ by SRS, SHD will only consider the
streak of three ‘1’s as a single edit and let it pass, even if the edit distance
threshold is less than three.
3.2.3 Leading and Trailing Zeros
The third source of high false accept rate of SHD [65] is the streaks of zeros that
are located at any of the two ends of each mask. Hence we refer to them as
leading and trailing zeros. These streaks of zeros can be in two forms: (1) the
vacant bits that are caused by shifting the read against the reference segment
and (2) the streaks of zeros that are not vacant bits. SHD generates 2E+1 masks
using arithmetic left-shift and arithmetic right-shift operations. For both the left
and right directions, the right-most and the left-most vacant bits, respectively,
are filled with ‘0’s. The number of vacant zeros depends on the number of shifted
steps for each mask, which is at most equal to the edit distance threshold. The
second form of the leading and trailing zeros is the zeros that are located at the
two ends of the Hamming masks and are not vacant zeros. These streaks of zeros
result from the pairwise comparison (i.e., bitwise XOR). They differ from the
vacant bits in that their length is independent of the edit distance threshold.
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AATCAAACAACCCCATCAACAAGTGGGCAAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTATGCAGCCAACAGACACATGAAAAAATGCTCATC
AAAAAAACAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGCAAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTATGCAGCCAACAGACACATGAAAAAATGCTCGTC
Query : 
Reference :
AAAAAAACAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGCAAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTATGCAGCCAACAGACACATGAAAAAATGCTCGTC
||: ||||||||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||:||
AATCAAACAACCCCATCAACAAGTGGGCAAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTATGCAGCCAACAGACACATGAAAAAATGCTCATC
0011000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000100 
0011000111100011111111111111111111111111111111111111100011111111111111111111111111111110000011111111
0011000111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110001111000011111111
0001000100011111111000111111111111111111111111111111111110000111111111111111111111111111100011111100
0011111111000111111111111111111111111111111111111111000111111111111111111111111111111100000111111110 
0011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111000111100001111111100 
0011100011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110000111111111111111111111111111100011111100000
0001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Needleman-Wunsch 
Alignment:
Vacant bits
Hamming Mask : 
1-Deletion Mask :
2-Deletion Mask :
3-Deletion Mask :
1-Insertion Mask :
2-Insertion Mask :
3-Insertion Mask :
Final bit-vector :
Vacant bits
Trailing zerosLeading zeros
Figure 3.4: Examples of an invalid mapping that passes the SHD filter due to the
leading and trailing zeros. We use an edit distance threshold of 3 and an SRS
threshold of 2. While the regions that are highlighted in green are part of the
correct alignment, the wrong alignment provided by SHD is highlighted in red.
The yellow highlighted bits indicate a source of falsely accepted mapping.
The main issue with both forms of leading and trailing zeros is that they always
dominate, even if some Hamming masks show a mismatch at that position (due
to the use of the AND operation). This gives the false impression that the read
and the reference have a smaller edit distance, even when they differ significantly,
as explained in Figure 3.4. SRS does not address the inaccuracy caused by the
leading and trailing zeros by amending such zeros to ones, due to two reasons:
(1) the number of these consecutive zeros is not fixed and thus they can be longer
than the SRS threshold, (2) these consecutive zeros are not surrounded by ones
and hence even if SRS threshold is greater than two bits, they are not eligible to
be amended.
3.2.4 Lack of Backtracking
The last source of false accept rate of in SHD [65] is the inability of SHD to
backtrack (after generating the final bit-vector) the location of each long identical
subsequence (i.e., the mask that originates the identical subsequence), which is
part of the correct alignment. The source of each subsequence provides a key
insight into the actual number of edits between each two subsequences. That is,
if a subsequence is located in a 2-step right shifted mask, it should indicate that
there are two deletions before this subsequence.
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AAAAAAACAAACAACCCCAGAAAAAGTGGGTGAAGGACTATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACTTTACTCAGCCAAAAAACACATGAAAAAATGCTA
AAAAAAACAAACAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGTGAAGGATATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTACTCAGCCAAAAAACACATGAAAAAATGCT
Query : 
Reference :
AAAAAAACAAACAACCCCAG-AAAAAGTGGGTGAAGGACTATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGAC-TTTACTCAGCCAAAAAACACATGAAAAAATGCT
|||||||||||||||||||  ||||||||||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 
AAAAAAACAAACAACCCCATCAAAAAGTGGGTGAAGGA-TATGAACAGACACTTCTCAAAAGAAGACATTTACTCAGCCAAAAAACACATGAAAAAATGCT
0000000000000000000110000111111111111100000000000000000000000000001111111111110000011111110000011111
0000000111111110001110000000000000000011111111111111111110001111111000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000111111111111111000011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111000001111111000001111 
0000000111110001111111100011111111111111111111111111111111111000011111111111111100001000111100001111
0000001111111100011110001111111111111111111111111111111100011111111111111111110000100011110000111110 
0000011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110001111111110001111100 
0000111110001111111111111100011111111111111111111111111111000011111111111111111111111111111111111000
0000000000000000000110000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000000000000000000000000000
Needleman-Wunsch 
Alignment:
Overlapping subsequences can hide some edits
Hamming Mask : 
1-Deletion Mask :
2-Deletion Mask :
3-Deletion Mask :
1-Insertion Mask :
2-Insertion Mask :
3-Insertion Mask :
Final bit-vector :
AAAAAAAAAAATTAGCCAGGTGTGGTGGCACCCCCTGCCTATAATCCCAGCTACTCGGGAGGGAGGCAGGAGAATCGCTTGAACCTGGGAGGGGGAGGTT
AAAAAAAAAAATTAGCCAGGTGTGGTGGCACATGCCTATAATCCCAGCTACTCGGGAGGCTGAGGCAGGAGAATCGCTTGAACCTGGGAGGGGGAGGTTG
Query : 
Reference :
AAAAAAAAAAATTAGCCAGGTGTGGTGGCACCCCCTGCCTATAATCCCAGCTACTCGGGAGG--GAGGCAGGAGAATCGCTTGAACCTGGGAGGGGGAGGT
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||    |||||||||||||||||||||||||||  |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
AAAAAAAAAAATTAGCCAGGTGTGGTGGCAC---ATGCCTATAATCCCAGCTACTCGGGAGGCTGAGGCAGGAGAATCGCTTGAACCTGGGAGGGGGAGGT
0000000000000000000000000000000111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110000111111
0000000000011111111111111111111111000111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111000111111
0000000000011111111110001111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110
0000000000011111111111110000111111111111111111111111111111111000010001111111111111111111100011111110 
0000000000111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000001111111111000111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111100001111000 
0000000011111111111110000111111100000000000000000000000000011111111111111111111111111111100011111000
0000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000000011000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Needleman-Wunsch 
Alignment:
Backtracking this subsequence can tell 
that it is a result of three insertions
Hamming Mask : 
1-Deletion Mask :
2-Deletion Mask :
3-Deletion Mask :
1-Insertion Mask :
2-Insertion Mask :
3-Insertion Mask :
Final bit-vector :
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5: Examples of incorrect mappings that pass the SHD filter due to (a)
overlapping identical subsequences, and (b) lack of backtracking.
SHD does not relate this important fact to the number of edits in the final
bit-vector. The lack of backtracking causes two types of falsely accepted map-
ping: (1) the first type appears clearly when two of the identical subsequences, in
the individual Hamming masks, are overlapped or nearly overlapped, (2) the sec-
ond type happens when the identical subsequences come from different Hamming
masks. The issue with the first type (i.e., overlapping subsequences) is the fact
that they appear as a single identical subsequence in the final bit-vector, due to
the use of AND operation. An example of this scenario is given in Figure 3.5 (a).
This tends to hide some of the edits and eventually causes some invalid mappings
to pass. The second type of false positives caused by the lack of backtracking
happens, for example, when an identical subsequence comes from the first Ham-
ming mask (i.e., with no shift) and the next identical subsequence comes from the
3-step left shifted mask. This scenario reveals that the number of edits between
the two subsequences should not be less than three insertions.
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However, SHD inaccurately reports it as a single edit (due to ANDing all
Hamming masks without backtracking the source of each streak of zeros), as
illustrated in Figure 3.5 (b). Keeping track of the source mask of each identical
subsequence prevents such false positives and helps to reveal the correct number
of edits.
3.3 Discussion on Improving the Filtering Ac-
curacy
In this section, we provide our own observations and recommendations based on
our comprehensive accuracy analysis of SHD filter [65]. We make two crucial
observations. (1) The first observation is that handling the short streaks of ‘0’s
(i.e., using the SRS method that we discuss above) is indeed inefficient. These
“noisy” streaks do not have determined properties, as their length and number
are unpredictable (random-like). They introduce their own sources of falsely
accepted mappings and do not contribute any useful information. Therefore,
future filtering strategies should avoid processing such short streaks of ‘0’s. (2)
The second observation is that the correct (desired) alignment always contains
all the longest non-overlapping identical subsequences. This turns our attention to
focusing on the long matches (that are highlighted in green in all previous figures,
i.e., Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.5) in each Hamming mask. We find that the long non-
overlapping subsequences of consecutive zeros have two interesting properties. (1)
There is an upper bound on their quantity. With the existence of E edits, there
are at most E+1 non-overlapping identical subsequences shared between a pair
of sequences. The total length of these non-overlapping subsequences is equal to
m-E, where m is the read length. (2) The source mask of each long subsequence
provides an insight into the number of edits between this subsequence and its
preceding one. These two observations motivate us to incorporate long-match-
awareness into the design of our filtering strategy and ignore processing noisy
short matches.
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3.4 Summary
We identify four causes that introduce the filtering inaccuracy of the SHD [65]
algorithm, namely, the random zeros, conservative counting, leading and trailing
zeros, and lack of backtracking. Based on these four sources of falsely accepted
mapping, we observe that there are still opportunities for further improvements
on the accuracy of the state-of-the-art filter, SHD, which we discuss next.
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Chapter 4
The First Hardware Accelerator
for Pre-Alignment Filtering
In this chapter, we introduce a new FPGA-based accelerator architecture for
hardware-aware pre-alignment filtering algorithms. To our knowledge, this is
the first work that exploit reconfigurable hardware platforms to accelerate pre-
alignment filtering. A fast filter designed on a specialized hardware platform can
drastically expedite alignment by reducing the number of locations that must be
verified via dynamic programming. This eliminates many unnecessary expensive
computations, thereby greatly improving overall run time.
4.1 FPGA as Acceleration Platform
We select FPGA as an acceleration platform for our proposed pre-alignment
filtering algorithms, as its architecture offers large amounts of parallelism
[114, 123, 124]. The use of FPGA as an acceleration platform can yield significant
performance improvements, especially for massively parallel algorithms.
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FPGAs are the most commonly used form of reconfigurable hardware engines
today in bioinformatics [125, 126, 115], and their computational capabilities are
greatly increasing every generation due to increased number of transistors on the
FPGA chip. An FPGA chip can be programmed (i.e., configured) to include a
very large number of hardware execution units that are custom-tailored to the
problem at hand.
4.2 Overview of Our Accelerator Architecture
One of our aims is to accelerate our new pre-alignment filtering algorithms (that
we describe in the next three chapters) by leveraging the capabilities and par-
allelism of FPGAs. To this end, we build our own hardware accelerator that
consists of an FPGA engine as an essential component and a CPU. We present in
Figure 4.1 the overall architecture of our FPGA-based accelerator. The CPU is
responsible for acquiring and encoding the short reads and transferring the data
to and from the FPGA. The FPGA engine is equipped with PCIe transceivers,
Read Controller, Result Controller, and a set of filtering units that are respon-
sible for examining the read alignment. The workflow of the accelerator starts
with reading a repository of short reads and seed locations. All reads are then
converted into their binary representation that can be understood by the FPGA
engine. Encoding the reads is a preprocessing step and accomplished through
a Read Encoder at the host before transmitting the reads to the FPGA chip.
Next, the encoded reads are transmitted and processed in a streaming fashion
through the fastest communication medium available on the FPGA board (i.e.,
PCIe). We design our system to perform alignment filtering in a streaming fash-
ion: the accelerator receives a continual stream of short reads, examines each
alignment in parallel with others, and returns the decision (i.e., a single bit of
value ‘1’ for an accepted sequences and ‘0’ for a rejected sequences) back to the
CPU instantaneously upon processing.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of our accelerator architecture.
4.2.1 Read Controller
The Read Controller on the FPGA side is responsible for two main tasks. First, it
permanently assigns the first data chunk as a reference sequence for all processing
cores. Second, it manages the subsequent data chunks and distributes them to
the processing cores. The first processing core receives the first read sequence
and the second core receives the second sequence and so on, up to the last core.
It iterates the data chunk management task until no more reads are left in the
repository.
4.2.2 Result Controller
Following similar principles as the Read Controller, the Result Controller gathers
the output results of the filtering units. Both the Read Controller and the Result
Controller preserve the original order of reads as in the repository (i.e., at the
host). This is critical to ensure that each read will receive its own alignment
filtering result. The results are transmitted back to the CPU side in a streaming
fashion and then saved in the repository.
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Figure 4.2: Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA VC709 Connectivity Kit and chip layout of
our implemented accelerator.
4.3 Parallelization
We design our hardware accelerator to exploit the large amounts of parallelism
offered by FPGA architectures [114, 123, 124, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132]. We
take advantage of the fact that alignment filtering of one read is inherently in-
dependent of filtering of another read. We therefore can examine many reads in
a parallel fashion. In particular, instead of handling each read in a sequential
manner, as CPU-based filters (e.g., SHD) do, we can process a large number of
reads at the same time by integrating as many hardware filtering units as possible
(constrained by chip area) in the FPGA chip. Each filtering unit is a complete
alignment filter and can handle a single read at a time. Our hardware accelerator
contains large number of filtering units that their number can be configured by
the user. Each filtering unit provides pre-alignment filtering individually from
all other units. We use the term “filtering unit” in this work to refer to the
entire operation of the filtering process involved. Filtering units are part of our
architecture and are unrelated to the term “CPU core” or “thread”.
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4.4 Hardware Implementation
Our hardware implementation of our accelerator is independent from specific
FPGA-platform as it does not rely on any vendor-specific computing elements
(e.g., intellectual property cores). However, each FPGA board has different fea-
tures and hardware capabilities that can directly or indirectly affect the perfor-
mance and the data throughput of the design. In fact, the number of filtering
units is determined by the maximum data throughput and the available FPGA
resources. We use a Xilinx Virtex 7 VC709 board [133] to implement our accelera-
tor architecture. We build the FPGA design with Vivado 2015.4 in synthesizable
Verilog. We preset the chip layout of out hardware accelerator in Figure 4.2.
The maximum operating frequency of our accelerator and the VC709 board is
250 MHz. At this frequency, we observe a data throughput of nearly 3.3 GB/s,
which corresponds to 13.3 billion bases per second. This nearly reaches the peak
throughput of 3.64 GB/s provided by the RIFFA [134] communication channel
that feeds data into the FPGA using Gen3 4-lane PCIe.
4.5 Summary
We introduce in this chapter a new hardware accelerator architecture that exploit
the large amounts of parallelism offered by FPGA architectures to boost the
performance of our pre-alignment filters. Our hardware accelerator processes the
pre-alignment filtering for each sequence pair independently from each another.
We therefore can examine many reads in a parallel fashion. We build the hardware
architecture of our hardware accelerator using many hardware filtering units,
where each filtering unit is a complete pre-alignment filter and can handle a
single read at a time. To take full advantage of the capabilities and parallelism
of our FPGA accelerator, each pre-alignment filtering unit needs to be designed
and implemented using FPGA-supported operations such as bitwise operations,
bit shifts, and bit count. Next, we discuss our proposed pre-alignment filters that
can be included in our FPGA accelerator as a filtering unit.
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Chapter 5
GateKeeper: Fast Hardware
Pre-Alignment Filter
In this chapter, we introduce a new FPGA-based fast alignment filtering technique
(called GateKeeper) that acts as a pre-alignment step in read mapping. Our
filtering technique improves and accelerates the state-of-the-art SHD filtering
algorithm [65] using new mechanisms and FPGAs.
5.1 Overview
Our new filtering algorithm has two properties that make it suitable for an FPGA-
based implementation: (1) it is highly parallel, (2) it heavily relies on bitwise
operations such as shift, XOR, and AND. Our architecture discards the incorrect
mappings from the candidate mapping pool in a streaming fashion – data is
processed as it is transferred from the host system. Filtering the mappings in a
streaming fashion gives the ability to integrate our filter with any mapper that
performs alignment, such as Bowtie 2 [22] and BWA-MEM [21]. Our current
filter implementation relies on several optimization methods to create a robust
and efficient filtering approach.
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At both the design and implementation stages, we satisfy several requirements:
(1) Ensuring a lossless filtering algorithm by preserving all correct mappings.
(2) Supporting both Hamming distance and edit distance. (3) Examining the
alignment between a read and a reference segment in a fast and efficient way (in
terms of execution time and required resources).
5.2 Methods
Our primary purpose is to enhance the state-of-the-art SHD alignment filter such
that we can greatly accelerate pre-alignment by taking advantage of the capa-
bilities and parallelism of FPGAs. To achieve our goal, we design an algorithm
inspired by SHD to reduce both the utilized resources and the execution time.
These optimizations enable us to integrate more filtering units within the FPGA
chip and hence examine many mappings at the same time. We present three
new methods that we use in each GateKeeper filtering unit to improve execu-
tion time. Our first method introduces a new algorithmic method for performing
alignment very rapidly compared to the original SHD. This method provides: (1)
fast detection for exact matching alignment and (2) handling of one or more base-
substitutions. Our second method supports calculating the edit distance with a
new, very efficient hardware design. Our third method addresses the problem of
hardware resource overheads introduced due to the use of FPGA as an acceler-
ation platform. All methods are implemented within the hardware filtering unit
of our accelerator (see Chapter 4) and thus are performed highly efficiently. We
present a flowchart representation of all steps involved in our algorithm in Figure
5.1. Next, we describe the three new methods.
5.2.1 Method 1: Fast Approximate String Matching
We first discuss how to examine a mapping with a given Hamming distance
threshold, and later extend our solution to support edit distance.
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Our first method aims to quickly detect the obviously-correct alignments that
contain no edits or only few substitutions (i.e., less than the user-defined thresh-
old). If the first method detects a correct alignment, then we can skip the other
two methods but we still need the optimal alignment algorithms. A read is map-
pable if the Hamming distance between the read and its seed location does not
exceed the given Hamming distance threshold. Hence, the first step is to identify
all bp matches by calculating what we call a Hamming mask. The Hamming mask
is a bit-vector of ‘0’s and ‘1’s representing the comparison of the read and the ref-
erence, where a ‘0’ represents a bp match and a ‘1’ represents a bp mismatch. We
need to count only occurrences of ‘1’ in the Hamming mask and examine whether
their total number is equal to or less than the user-defined Hamming distance
threshold. If so, the mapping is considered to be valid and the read passes the
filter. Similarly, if the total number of ‘1’ is greater than the Hamming distance
threshold then we cannot be certain whether this is because of the high number of
substitutions, or there exist insertions and/or deletions; hence, we need to follow
the rest of our algorithm. Our filter can detect not only substitutions but also
insertions and deletions in an efficient way, as we discuss next.
5.2.2 Method 2: Insertion and Deletion (Indel) Detection
Our indel detection algorithm is inspired by the original SHD algorithm presented
in [65]. If the substitution detection rejects an alignment, then GateKeeper checks
if an insertion or deletion causes the violation (i.e., high number of edits). Fig-
ure 5.2 illustrates the effect of occurrence of edits on the alignment process. If
there are one or more base-substitutions or the alignment is exactly matching,
the matching and mismatching regions can be accurately determined using Ham-
ming distance. It also helps detect the matches that are located before the first
indel. However, this mask is already generated as part of the first method of the
algorithm (i.e., Fast Approximate String Matching). On the other hand, each
insertion and deletion can shift multiple trailing bases and create multiple edits
in the Hamming mask. Thus, our indel detection method identifies whether the
alignment locations of a read are valid, by shifting individual bases.
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Figure 5.1: A flowchart representation of the GateKeeper algorithm.
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TCCATTGACATTCGTGAGCTGCTCCTTCTCTCCCACCCCTTTGCCC
TCCATTGACATTCGTGAGCTGCTCCTTCTCTCCCACCCCTTTGCCC
TCCATTGACACTCGTGAGCTGCACCTTCTCTCCCACCCCTTTGCCC
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
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↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓↺ ↺
Substitution:
TCCATTGACAGTTCGTGAGCTGCTCCTTCTTCTCCCACCCCTTTGC
TCCATTGACATTCGTGAGCTGCTCCTTCTCTCCCACCCCTTTGCCC
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙↙
TCCATTGACATTCGGAGCTGCTCCTTCTCTCCACCCCTTTGCCCTT
TCCATTGACATTCGTGAGCTGCTCCTTCTCTCCCACCCCTTTGCCC
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↘↘↘↘↘↘↘↘↘↘↘↘↘↘↘↘
Insertion:
Deletion:
Exact Match:
↓↘↙
Substitution, Deletion or 
Insertion
↺Match Mismatch1-step shift 
match
2-step shift 
match
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 5.2: An example showing how various types of edits affect the alignment
of two reads. In (a) the upper read exactly matches the lower read and thus
each base exactly matches the corresponding base in the target read. (b) shows
base-substitutions that only affect the alignment at their positions. (c) and (d)
demonstrate insertions and deletions, respectively. Each edit has an influence on
the alignment of all the subsequent bases.
We need to perform E incremental shifts to the right (or left) direction to
detect any read that has E deletions (or insertions), where E is the edit distance
threshold. The shift process guarantees to cancel the effect of indel. As we do
not have prior knowledge about whether there exist substitutions, or indels, or
combination of both, we need to test for every possible case in our algorithm.
Thus, GateKeeper generates 2E+1 Hamming masks regardless the source of the
edit. The last step is to merge all the 2E+1 Hamming masks using a bitwise
AND operation. This step tells us where the relevant matching and mismatching
regions reside in the presence of edits in the read compared to the reference
segment. Similarly to SHD, we apply amending process to the 2E+1 masks before
performing AND operation. In SHD, the amending process is accomplished using
a 4-bit packed shuffle (SIMD parallel table-lookup instruction), shift, and OR
operations. The number of computations needed is 4 packed shuffle, 4m bitwise
OR, and three shift operations for each Hamming mask, which is (7+4m)(2E+1)
operations, where m is the read length. We find that this is very inefficient for
FPGA implementation.
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Figure 5.3: Workflow of the proposed architecture for the parallel amendment
operations.
To reduce the number of operations, we build a new hardware-based amending
process. We propose using dedicated hardware components in FPGA slices. More
precisely, rather than shifting the read and then performing packed shuffle to
replace patterns of 101 or 1001 to 111 or 1111 respectively, we perform only
packed shuffle independently and concurrently for each bit of each Hamming
mask. We present the proposed architecture for amendment operation in Figure
5.3. In order to replace all patterns of 101 or 1001 to 111 or 1111 respectively,
we use a single 5-input look-up table (LUT) for each bit of the Hamming mask.
The first LUT copies the bit value of the first input regardless of its value; even
if it is zero, it will not be amended as it is not contributing to the 101 or 1001
pattern.
Likewise for the last LUT. Thus, the total number of LUTs needed is equal
to the length of the short read in bases minus 2 for the first and last bases. In
each LUT, we consider a single bit of the Hamming mask and two of its right
neighboring bits and two of its left neighboring bits. If the input that corresponds
to the output has a bit value of one, then the output copies the value of that input
bit (as we only amend zeros). Otherwise, using the previous two bits and the
following two bits with respect to the input bit, we can replace any zero of the
“101” or “1001” patterns independently from other output bits. All bits of the
amended masks are generated at the same time, as the propagation delay through
an FPGA look-up table is independent of the implemented function [135].
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Thus we can process all masks in a parallel fashion without affecting the cor-
rectness of the filtering decision. Using this dedicated architecture, we are able to
get rid of the four shifting operations and perform the amending process concur-
rently for all bits of any Hamming mask. Thus, the required number of operations
is only (2E+1) instead of (7+4m)(2E+1) for a total of (2E+1) Hamming masks.
This saves a considerable amount of the filtering time, reducing it by two orders
of magnitude for a read that is 100bp long.
5.2.3 Method 3: Minimizing Hardware Resource Over-
heads
The short reads are composed of a string of nucleotides from the DNA alphabet
{A, C, G, T}. Since the reads are processed in an FPGA platform, the symbols
have to be encoded into a unique binary representation. We need 2 bits to encode
each symbol. Hence, encoding a read sequence of length m results in a 2m-bit
word. Encoding the reads into a binary representation introduces overhead to
accommodate not only the encoded reads but also the Hamming masks as their
lengths also double (i.e., 2m). The issue introduced by encoding the read can
be even worse when we apply certain operations on these Hamming masks. For
example, the number of LUTs required for performing the amending process on
the Hamming masks will be doubled, mainly due to encoding the read.
To reduce the complexity of the subsequent operations on the Hamming masks
and save about half of the required amount of FPGA resources, we propose a new
solution. We observe that comparing a pair of DNA nucleotides is similar to com-
paring their binary representations (e.g., comparing A to T is similar to comparing
‘00’ to ‘11’). Hence, comparing each two bits from the binary representation of
the read with their corresponding bits of the reference segment generates a single
bit that represents one of two meanings; either match or mismatch between two
bases.
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TCCAT
TCCAG 
Read:
Reference:
Nucleotide
1101010011
1101010010
Binary 
(after encoding)
0000000001
0  0  0  0  1
0: Match 1: Mismatch 
0 0 0 0 1Hamming mask:
Representation:
⊕
The modified Hamming mask 
after applying our solution
2m bits
m bits
Figure 5.4: An example of applying our solution for reducing the number of bits
of each Hamming mask by half. We use a modified Hamming mask to store the
result of applying the bitwise OR operation to each two bits of the Hamming
mask. The modified mask maintains the same meaning of the original Hamming
mask.
This is performed by encoding each two bits of the result of the pairwise
comparison (i.e., bitwise XOR) into a single bit of ‘0’ or ‘1’ using OR operations
in a parallel fashion, as explained in Figure 5.4. This makes the length of each
Hamming mask equivalent to the length of the original read, without affecting
the meaning of each bit of the mask. The modified Hamming masks are then
merged together in 2E bitwise AND operations. Finally, we count the number
of ones (i.e., edits) in the final bit-vector mask; if the count is less than the edit
distance threshold, the filter accepts the mapping.
5.3 Analysis of GateKeeper Algorithm
In this section, we provide the pseudocode of our GateKeeper algorithm. Algo-
rithm 5.1 presents the main functions. Algorithms 5.2 presents the details of the
amending process using in Algorithm 5.1.
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Algorithm 5.1: GateKeeper filtering algorithm 
Input: Candidate read bit-vector B = { b1,b2...bm }, Reference bit-vector 
A={ a1,a2...am }, edit distance threshold E 
Output: Pass (return True if the read passes the GateKeeper filter). 
Functions: Amend: Encodes/amends the masks. 
Pseudocode: 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
//Calculate Hamming distance first. 
HammingMask[2E+1] ← A ⊕ B; 
AmendedMask[2E+1] ← Amend (HammingMask[2E+1]); 
e ← # of ‘1’s in HammingMask[2E+1] after encoding; 
if e ≤ E  then 
  Pass ← True; 
else //Generate 2E masks with incremental shift. 
 for i ← 1 to E do  
  HammingMask[i] ← (b>>i) ⊕ a; 
AmendedMask[i] ← Amend (HammingMask[i]); 
HammingMask[i+E] ← (b<<i) ⊕ a; 
AmendedMask[i+E] ← 
                              Amend(HammingMask[i+E]); 
 FinalMask = AND(AmendedMask[1 …. 2E+1]; 
i←1; e←0; 
while i < m do  //Count the differences. 
  case (FinalMask[i, i+1, i+2, i+3]): 
[0101],[0110],[1001],[1010],[1011],[1101]:  
e ← e +2; 
[0000]: e ← e;      default: e ← e+1;     i ← i+4; 
 if e ≤ E  then 
   Pass ← True; 
 else 
   Pass ← False; 
return Pass; 
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Algorithm 5.2: Amend function 
Input: Hamming mask bit-vector, H = { H1,H2...H2m } 
Output: modified Hamming mask, C = { C1,C2...Cm } 
Pseudocode: 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
 
13: 
i ← 0; 
while i <m do //Encode Hamming masks 
  Ei ← Hi | Hi+1; 
i ← i+2; 
//Amend 101 and 1001 patterns 
C1 ← E1;              //Initialization 
Cm ← Em; 
C2 ← (E1E2̅̅ ̅E3) | (E1E2̅̅ ̅ E3̅̅ ̅E4); 
Cm-1 ← (Em−2Em−1̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅Em) | (Em−3Em−2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ Em−1̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅Em); 
for i ← 3 to m-2 do 
  if Ei ==1 then  Ci ← Ei; 
  else  Ci ←  (Ei−1Ei̅Ei+1) | (Ei−2Ei−1̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Ei̅Ei+1) |  
                                                           (Ei−1Ei̅ Ei+1̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ Ei+2); 
return C; 
5.4 Discussion and Novelty
GateKeeper is the only read mapping filter that takes advantage of the paral-
lelism offered by FPGA architectures in order to expedite the alignment filtering
process. GateKeeper supports both Hamming distance and edit distance in a fast
and efficient way. Each GateKeeper filtering unit performs all operations defined
in the GateKeeper algorithm. Table 5.1 summarizes the relative benefits gained
by each of the aforementioned optimization methods over the best previous filter,
SHD (E is the user-defined edit distance threshold and m is the read length).
When a read matches the reference exactly, or with few substitutions, Gate-
Keeper requires only 2m bitwise XOR operations, providing substantial speedup
compared to SHD, which performs a much greater number of operations. How-
ever, this is not the only benefit we gain from our first proposed method (i.e.,
Fast Approximate String Matching).
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Table 5.1: Overall benefits of GateKeeper over SHD in terms of number of oper-
ations performed.
# of operations for SHD:  # of operations for GateKeeper:  
For Substitution & Indel Detection 
- m(2E+1) bitwise XOR**. 
- 2E shift. 
- 3(2E+1) shift.* 
- 4m(2E+1) bitwise OR.* 
- 4(2E+1) packed shuffle.* 
For Substitution Detection 
- 2m bitwise XOR. 
For Indel Detection 
- 2m(2E+1) bitwise XOR. 
- 2E shift. 
- m(2E+1) bitwise OR. 
- (2E+1) look-up table.* 
      * This operation is required for the amending process. 
      ** E: edit distance threshold. m: read length. 
As this method provides an accurate examination for alignments with only sub-
stitutions (i.e., no deletions or insertions), we can directly skip calculating their
optimal alignment using the computationally expensive alignment algorithms.
For more general cases such as deletions and insertions, GateKeeper still requires
far fewer operations (as shown in Table 5.1) than the original SHD filter, due
to the optimization methods outlined above. Our improvements over SHD help
drastically reduce the execution time of the filtering process. The rejected align-
ments by our GateKeeper filter are not further examined by read alignment.
5.5 Summary
We introduce the first hardware acceleration system for alignment filtering, called
GateKeeper. We develop both a hardware-acceleration-friendly filtering algo-
rithm and a highly-parallel hardware accelerator design. GateKeeper is a stan-
dalone filter and can be integrated with any existing reference-based mapper.
GateKeeper does not replace read alignment. GateKeeper should be followed by
read alignment step, which precisely verifies the mappings that pass our filter and
eliminates the falsely accepted ones.
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Chapter 6
Shouji: Fast and Accurate
Hardware Pre-Alignment Filter
Our primary purpose is to reject incorrect mappings accurately and quickly such
that we reduce the need for the computationally expensive alignment step. In this
chapter, we propose the Shouji algorithm to achieve highly accurate filtering. We
then accelerate Shouji by taking advantage of the capabilities and parallelism of
FPGAs to achieve fast filtering operations. Shouji’s filtering strategy is inspired
by our analytical study of SHD’s filtering accuracy (see Chapter 3). We discuss
the details of the Shouji algorithm next.
6.1 Overview
The key filtering strategy of Shouji is inspired by the pigeonhole principle ,
which states that if E items are distributed into E+1 boxes, then one or more
boxes would remain empty. In the context of pre-alignment filtering, this principle
provides the following key observation: if two sequences differ by E edits, then
the two sequences should share at least a single common subsequence (i.e., free
of edits) and at most E+1 non-overlapping common subsequences, where E is
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e1 e2 eEm1 m2 m3 mE+1
Figure 6.1: Random edit distribution in a read sequence. The edits (e1, e2, . . . ,
eE) act as dividers resulting in several identical subsequences (m1, m2, . . . , mE+1)
between the read and the reference.
the edit distance threshold. With the existence of at most E edits, the total
length of these non-overlapping common subsequences should not be less than
m-E, where m is the sequence length, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Shouji employs
the pigeonhole principle to decide whether or not two sequences are potentially
similar. Shouji finds all the non-overlapping subsequences that exist in both
sequences. If the total length of these common subsequences is less than m-
E, then there exist more edits than the allowed edit distance threshold, and
hence Shouji rejects the two given sequences. Otherwise, Shouji accepts the two
sequences. Next, we discuss the details of Shouji.
6.2 Methods
Shouji identifies the dissimilar sequences, without calculating the optimal align-
ment, in three main steps. (1) The first step is to construct what we call a
neighborhood map that visualizes the pairwise matches and mismatches between
two sequences given an edit distance threshold of E characters. (2) The second
step is to find all the non-overlapping common subsequences in the neighborhood
map using a sliding search window approach. (3) The last step is to accept or
reject the given sequence pairs based on the length of the found matches. If the
length of the found matches is small, then Shouji rejects the input sequence pair.
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6.2.1 Method 1: Building the Neighborhood Map
The neighborhood map, N, is a binary m by m matrix, where m is the read
length. Given a text sequence T [1. . . m], a pattern sequence P [1. . . m], and an
edit distance threshold E, the neighborhood map represents the comparison result
of the ith character of P with the jth character of T, where i and j satisfy 1≤
i ≤ m and i-E ≤ j ≤ i+E, the entry N [i, j ] of the neighborhood map can be
calculated as follows:
N[i,j] =
0 P [i] = T [j]1 P [i] 6= T [j] (6.1)
We present in Figure 6.2 an example of a neighborhood map for two sequences,
where sequence B differs from sequence A by three edits. The entry N [i,j ] is set
to zero if the ith character of the pattern matches the jth character of the text.
Otherwise, it is set to one. The way we build our neighborhood map ensures that
computing each of its entries is independent of every other, and thus the entire
map can be computed all at once in a parallel fashion. Hence, our neighborhood
map is well suited for highly-parallel computing platforms [71, 136]. Note that in
sequence alignment algorithms, computing each entry of the dynamic program-
ming matrix depends on the values of the immediate left, upper left, and upper
entries of its own. Different from“dot plot” or “dot matrix” (visual representation
of the similarities between two closely similar genomic sequences) that is used in
FASTA/FASTP [137], our neighborhood map computes only necessary diagonals
near the main diagonal of the matrix (e.g., for E=3, Shouji computes only 2E+1
diagonal vectors of the neighborhood map).
6.2.2 Method 2: Identifying the Diagonally-Consecutive
Matches
The key goal of this step is to accurately find all the non-overlapping common
subsequences shared between a pair of sequences. The accuracy of finding these
subsequences is crucial for the overall filtering accuracy, as the filtering decision
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Figure 6.2: Neighborhood map (N ) and the Shouji bit-vector, for text T =
GGTGCAGAGCTC, and pattern P = GGTGAGAGTTGT for E=3. The three
common subsequences (i.e., GGTG, AGAG, and T) are highlighted in yellow. We
use a search window of size 4 columns (two examples of which are high-lighted in
red) with a step size of a single column. Shouji searches diagonally within each
search window for the 4-bit vector that has the largest number of zeros. Once
found, Shouji examines if the found 4-bit vector maximizes the number of zeros
at the corresponding location of the 4-bit vector in the Shouji bit-vector. If so,
then Shouji stores this 4-bit vector in the Shouji bit-vector at its corresponding
location.
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is made solely based on total subsequence length. With the existence of E ed-
its, there are at most E+1 non-overlapping common subsequences (based on the
pigeonhole principle) shared between a pair of sequences. Each non-overlapping
common subsequence is represented as a streak of diagonally-consecutive zeros in
the neighborhood map (as highlighted in yellow in Figure 6.2). These streaks of
diagonally-consecutive zeros are distributed along the diagonals of the neighbor-
hood map without any prior information about their length or number. One way
of finding these common subsequences is to use a brute-force approach, which ex-
amines all the streaks of diagonally-consecutive zeros that start at the first column
and selects the streak that has the largest number of zeros as the first common
subsequences. It then iterates over the remaining part of the neighborhood map
to find the other common subsequences. However, this brute-force approach is
infeasible for highly-optimized hardware implementation as the search space is
unknown at design time. Shouji overcomes this issue by dividing the neighbor-
hood map into equal-size parts. We call each part a search window. Limiting the
size of the search space from the entire neighborhood map to a search window
has three key benefits. (1) It helps to provide a scalable architecture that can be
implemented for any sequence length and edit distance threshold. (2) Downsizing
the search space into a reasonably small sub-matrix with a known dimension at
design time limits the number of all possible permutations of each bit-vector to
2n, where n is the search window size. This reduces the size of the look-up tables
(LUTs) required for an FPGA implementation and simplifies the overall design.
(3) Each search window is considered as a smaller sub-problem that can be solved
independently and rapidly with high parallelism. Shouji uses a search window
of 4 columns wide, as we illustrate in Figure 6.2. We need m search windows
for pro-cessing two sequences, each of which is of length m characters. Each
search window overlaps with its next neighboring search window by 3 columns.
This ensures covering the entire neighborhood map and finding all the common
subsequences regardless of their starting location. We select the width of each
search window to be 4 columns to guarantee finding the shortest possible com-
mon subsequence, which is a single match located between two mismatches (i.e.,
‘101’). However, we observe that the bit pattern ‘101’ is not always necessarily
a part of the correct alignment (or the common subsequences). For example, the
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bit pattern ‘101’ exists once as a part of the correct alignment in Figure 6.2, but
it also appears five times in other different locations that are not included in the
correct alignment. To improve the accuracy of finding the diagonally-consecutive
matches, we increase the length of the diagonal vector to be examined to four
bits. We also experimentally evaluate different window sizes in Figure 6.3. We
find that a window size of 4 columns provides the highest filtering accuracy with-
out falsely rejecting similar sequences. This is because individual matches (i.e.,
single zeros) are usually useless and they are not necessarily part of the com-
mon subsequences. As we increase the search window size, we are ignoring these
individual matches and instead we only look for longer streaks of consecutive
zeros.
Shouji finds the diagonally-consecutive matches that are part of the common
subsequences in the neighborhood map in two main steps. Step 1: For each search
window, Shouji finds a 4-bit diagonal vector that has the largest number of zeros.
Shouji greedily considers this vector as a part of the common subsequence as it
has the least possible number of edits (i.e., 1’s). Finding always the maximum
number of matches is necessary to avoid overestimating the actual number of
edits and eventually preserving all similar sequences. Shouji achieves this step by
comparing the 4 bits of each of the 2E+1 diagonal vectors within a search window
and selects the 4-bit vector that has the largest number of zeros. In the case where
two 4-bit subsequences have the same number of zeros, Shouji breaks the ties by
selecting the first one that has a leading zero. Then, Shouji slides the search
window by a single column (i.e., step size = 1 column) towards the last bottom
right entry of the neighborhood map and repeats the previous computations.
Thus, Shouji performs “Step 1” m times using m search windows, where m is
the sequence length. Step 2: The last step is to gather the results found for
each search window (i.e., 4-bit vector that has the largest number of zeros) and
construct back all the diagonally-consecutive matches. For this purpose, Shouji
maintains a Shouji bit-vector of length m that stores all the zeros found in the
neighborhood map as we illustrate in Figure 6.2. For each sliding search window,
Shouji examines if the selected 4-bit vector maximizes the number of zeros in
the Shouji bit-vector at the same corresponding location. If so, Shouji stores the
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Figure 6.3: The effect of the window size on the rate of the falsely accepted se-
quences (i.e., dissimilar sequences that are considered as similar ones by Shouji
filter). We observe that a window width of 4 columns provides the highest ac-
curacy. We also observe that as window size increases beyond 4 columns, more
similar sequences are rejected by Shouji, which should be avoided.
selected 4-bit vector in the Shouji bit-vector at the same corresponding location.
This is necessary to avoid overestimating the number of edits between two given
sequences. The common subsequences are represented as streaks of consecutive
zeros in the Shouji bit-vector.
6.2.3 Method 3: Filtering Out Dissimilar Sequences
The last step of Shouji is to calculate the total number of edits (i.e., ones) in
the Shouji bit-vector. Shouji examines if the total number of ones in the Shouji
bit-vector is greater than E. If so, Shouji excludes the two sequences from the
optimal alignment calculation. Otherwise, Shouji considers the two sequences
similar within the allowed edit distance threshold and allows their optimal align-
ment to be computed using optimal alignment algorithms. The Shouji bit-vector
represents the differences between two sequences along the entire length of the
sequence, m. However, Shouji is not limited to end-to-end edit distance calcula-
tion. Shouji is also able to provide edit distance calculation in local and glocal
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Read : TTTTACTGTTCTCCCTTTGAATACAATATATCTATATTTCCCTCTGGCTACATTTAAAATTTCCCCTTTATCTGTAATAATCAGTAATTACGTTTTAAAA 
Reference : TTTTACTGTTCTCCCTTTGAAATGACAATATATCTATATTTCCCTCTGGCTACATTTAAAATTTCCCCTTTATCTGTAATAATCAGTAAATTACCGTTTT
Upper Diagonal-4 : ----110111111100111111110101100001010001011010011111101101100110110011010101011101111111101011000000
Upper Diagonal-3 : ---0110110101011111111111110111111111110010011110111111001000100100010011111110110111111000000110001
Upper Diagonal-2 : --00111101100101101110110000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010111110011
Upper Diagonal-1 : -000111110111001001100011101111111111100100111101111110010001001000100111111101101111110111111110111
Main Diagonal : 0000000000000000000001110110000101000101101001111110110110011011001101010101110111111111101111111111
Lower Diagonal-1 : 000111110111001001101011010111111111011111011111101111111011111101111011111100001011010101101111111-
Lower Diagonal-2 : 00111101100101101111011111100100010101110011100111011011111111111111010101111011010101001100111111--
Lower Diagonal-3 : 0110110101011111111010110101111111011110111111111101101101111110111110111101111111111111110011111---
Lower Diagonal-4 : 110111111100111110110001111100000101110101100111110010100111110011100100111101011011111111000111----
Shouji bit-vector : 0000000000000000000100010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001000000
Figure 6.4: An example of applying Shouji filtering algorithm to a sequence
pair, where the edit distance threshold is set to 4. We present the content of
the neighborhood map along with the Shouji bit-vector. We apply the Shouji
algorithm starting from the leftmost column towards the rightmost column.
(semi-global) fashion. For example, achieving local edit distance calculation re-
quires ignoring the ones that are located at the two ends of the Shouji bit-vector.
Achieving glocal edit distance calculation requires excluding the ones that are
located at one of the two ends of the Shouji bit-vector from the total count of the
ones in the Shouji bit-vector. This is important for correct pre-alignment filter-
ing for global, local, and glocal alignment algorithms. We present an example of
applying Shouji filtering algorithm in Figure 6.4.
6.3 Analysis of Shouji algorithm
Shouji filter does not filter out similar sequences; hence, it provides zero false re-
ject rate. The reason behind that is the way we find the identical subsequences.
We always look for the subsequences that has the largest number of zeros, such
that we maximize the number of matches and minimize number of edits that cause
the division of one long identical sequence into shorter subsequences. This also
allows for a very small portion of dissimilar sequences to pass. Next, we analyze
the computational complexity (i.e., asymptotic run time and space complexity)
of our Shouji filter. Shouji filter divides the problem of finding the identical
subsequences into at most m subproblems, as described in Algorithm 6.1. Each
subproblem examines each of the 2E+1 bit-vectors and finds the 4-bit subse-
quence that has the largest number of zeros within the sliding window. Once
found, Shouji filter also compares the found subsequence with its corresponding
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subsequence of the Shouji bit-vector. Now, let c be a constant representing the
run time of examining each 4 bits of each bit-vector. Then the time complexity
of the Shouji algorithm is as follows:
TShouji(m) = c .m . (2E + 1) (6.2)
This demonstrates that the Shouji algorithm runs in linear time with respect
to the sequence length and edit distance threshold. Shouji algorithm maintains
2E+1 diagonal bit-vectors and an additional auxiliary bit-vector (i.e., Shouji
bit-vector) for each two given sequences. The space complexity of the Shouji
algorithm is as follows:
DShouji(m) = m. (2E + 2) (6.3)
Hence, the Shouji algorithm requires linear space with respect to the read length
and edit distance threshold. Next, we outline the hardware implementation de-
tails of Shouji filter.
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Algorithm 6.1: Shouji 
Input: Seq#1, Seq#2, Edit distance threshold (E). 
Output: 1 (Similar/Accepted) / 0 (Dissimilar/Rejected). 
Pseudocode: 
  1: m ← length(Seq#1); 
  2: // Build Neighborhood map (N) 
  3: for i ← 1 to m do 
  4:        for j ← i-E to i+E do 
  5:                if Seq#1[i] == Seq#2[j] then  
  6:                        N[i,j] ← 0;  
  7:                else N[i,j]← 1; 
  8: // Sliding window search, function CZ() returns # of zeros 
  9: for i ← 1 to m do Shouji[i] ← 1; 
10: for i ← 1 to m do 
11:        for j ← 1 to E do 
12:                // Compare with upper diagonal and lower diagonal 
13:                if CZ(N[i+j:i+3+j,i:i+3]) > CZ(N[i:i+3,i+j:i+3+j]) then 
14:                        Z ← N[i+j:i+3+j,i:i+3];  
15:                else if CZ(N[i+j:i+3+j,i:i+3]) == CZ(N[i:i+3,i+j:i+3+j]) then 
16:                        if N[i+j,i]==0 then Z ← N[i+j:i+3+j,i:i+3];  
17:                        else if N[i,i+j]==0 then Z ← N[i:i+3,i+j:i+3+j]; 
18:                else Z ← N[i:i+3,i+j:i+3+j]; 
19:        // Compare Z with main diagonal and Shouji bit-vector 
20:        if CZ(N[i:i+3,i:i+3]) > CZ(Z) then  Z ← N[i:i+3,i:i+3]; 
21:        if CZ(Z) > CZ(Shouji[i:i+3]) then 
22:                Shouji[i:i+3] ← Z; 
23: if CZ(Shouji) ≥ m-E then return 1;  
24: else return 0; 
6.4 Discussion
To make the best use of the available resources in the FPGA chip, our algorithm
utilizes the operations that are easily supported on an FPGA, such as bitwise
operations, bit shifts, and bit count. To build the neighborhood map on the
FPGA, we use the observation that the main diagonal can be implemented using
a bitwise XOR operation between the two given sequences. The vacant bits
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Figure 6.5: A block diagram of the sliding window scheme implemented in FPGA
for a single filtering unit.
due to the shift operation are filled with ones. The upper E diagonals can be
implemented by gradually shifting the pattern (P) to the right-hand direction
and then performing bitwise XOR with the text (T ). This allows each character
of P to be compared with the right-hand neighbor characters (up to E characters)
of its corresponding character of T. The lower E diagonals can be implemented in
a way similar to the upper E diagonals, but here the shift operation is performed
in the left-hand direction. This ensures that each character of P is compared
with the left-hand neighbor characters (up to E characters) of its corresponding
character of T. We also build an efficient hardware architecture for each search
window of the Shouji algorithm. It quickly finds the number of zeros in each 4-bit
vector using a hardware look-up table that stores the 16 possible permutations of
a 4-bit vector along with the number of zeros for each permutation. As presented
in Figure 6.5, each counter counts the number of zeros in a single bit-vector. The
counter takes four bits as input and generate three bits that represents the number
of zeros within the window. Each counter requires three 4-input LUTs. In total,
we need 6E+6 4-input LUTs to build a single search window. All bits of the
counter output are generated at the same time, as the propagation delay through
an FPGA look-up table is independent of the implemented function [135]. The
comparator is responsible for selecting the 4-bit subsequence that maximizes the
number of consecutive matches based on the output of each counter and the Shouji
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bit-vector. Finally, the selected 4-bit subsequence is then stored in the Shouji bit-
vector at the same corresponding location. Our hardware implementation of the
Shouji filtering unit is independent of the specific FPGA-platform as it does not
rely on any vendor-specific computing elements (e.g., intellectual property cores).
6.5 Summary
We propose Shouji, a highly parallel and accurate pre-alignment filter designed
on a specialized hardware platform. The first key idea of our proposed pre-
alignment filter is to provide high filtering accuracy by correctly detecting all
identical subsequences shared between two given subsequences. This way leads to
address the first two causes of filtering inaccuracy in SHD (i.e., random zeros and
conservative counting). The second key idea is to avoid the filtering inaccuracy
caused by the leading and trailing zeros (as we discuss in Chapter 3). Shouji
replaces the vacant bits that result from shifting the read with ones.
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Chapter 7
MAGNET: Accurate Hardware
Pre-Alignment Filter
In this chapter, we introduce MAGNET, a pre-alignment filtering algorithm to
achieve highly accurate filtering. MAGNET is a filtering heuristic that aims at
finding all non-overlapping long streaks of consecutive zeros in the neighborhood
map using a divide-and-conquer approach. We discuss the details of MAGNET
algorithm next.
7.1 Overview
MAGNET uses a divide-and-conquer technique to find all the E+1 identical sub-
sequences, if any, and summing up their length. By calculating their total length,
we can estimate the total number of edits between the two given sequences. If the
total length of the E+1 identical subsequences is less than m-E, then there exist
more identical subsequences than E+1 that are associated with more edits than
allowed. If so, then MAGNET rejects the two given sequences without performing
the alignment step. The filtering strategy of MAGNET makes three observations
based on the pigeonhole principle to examine each mapping accurately.
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1. Given that the user-defined edit distance threshold, E, is usually less than
5% of the read length (m) [18, 65, 122, 62], the identical subsequence is
usually long and ranges from a single pairwise-match to m pairwise-matches
long.
2. The length of the longest identical subsequence is strictly not less than
d((m − E))/((E + 1))e and can be at most m pairwise-matches long (i.e.,
equivalent to the sequence length). The upper bound is trivial and holds
when the alignment is free of edits. The lower bound equality occurs when
all edits are equispaced and all E+1 subsequences are of the same length.
3. We observe that the E+1 identical subsequences that are part of the cor-
rect alignment are always non-overlapping. We also observe that the 2E+1
diagonal bit-vectors of the neighborhood map contain other identical sub-
sequences that are always short. This raises a fundamental question about
whether the E+1 identical subsequences need to be strictly non-overlapping
or only long and not necessarily non-overlapping. Next, we investigate both
cases by providing two algorithms for finding the longest identical subse-
quences.
7.2 Methods
MAGNET pre-alignment filter identifies the incorrect mappings, without calcu-
lating the optimal alignment, in three main steps. (1) It first constructs the neigh-
borhood map (described in Chapter 6). (2) It then identifies all non-overlapping
identical subsequences in the neighborhood map using a divide-and-conquer ap-
proach. (3) And finally it makes a decision (it accepts or rejects the given se-
quences) based on the length of the found identical subsequences.
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7.2.1 Method 1: Building the Neighborhood Map
The first step of MAGNET algorithm is building our binary m by m neighborhood
map that we describe in Chapter 6. Similarly with Shouji filter, MAGNET filter
starts with building the 2E+1 diagonal bit-vectors of the neighborhood map for
the two given sequences. We use the neighborhood map to represent all the pair-
wise matches between the read and the reference sequences. The neighborhood
map considers also the presence of substitutions, insertions, and deletions. Next
step is to find the consecutive matches that are part of the correct alignment.
7.2.2 Method 2: Identifying the E+1 Identical Subse-
quences
There are two methods to identify the identical subsequences. Either to find the
non-overlapping subsequences of consecutive zeros or find the E+1 top longest
subsequences of consecutive zeros. We describe both methods and show which
one is more effective.
7.2.2.1 Identifying E+1 non-overlapping subsequences
Finding the E+1 non-overlapping subsequences in the neighborhood map involves
three main steps.
1. Extraction. Each diagonal bit-vector nominates its local longest subse-
quence of consecutive zeros. Among all nominated subsequences, a single
subsequence is selected as a global longest subsequence based on its length.
(Once found, MAGNET evaluates if its length is less than is strictly not
less than d((m−E))/((E + 1))e, then the two sequences contains more ed-
its than allowed, which cause the identical subsequences to be shorter (i.e.,
each edit results in dividing the sequence pair into more identical subse-
quences). If so, then the two sequences are rejected. Otherwise, MAGNET
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stores its length to be used towards calculating the total length of all E+1
identical subsequences.
2. Encapsulation. The next step is essential to preserve the original edit
(or edits) that causes a single identical sequence to be divided into smaller
subsequences. MAGNET penalizes the found subsequence by two edits (one
for each side). This is achieved by excluding from the search space of all
bit-vectors the indices of the found subsequence in addition to the index of
the surrounding single bit from both left and right sides.
3. Divide-and-Conquer Recursion. In order to locate the other E non-
overlapping subsequences, MAGNET applies a divide-and-conquer tech-
nique where we decompose the problem of finding the non-overlapping iden-
tical subsequences into two subproblems. While, the first subproblem fo-
cuses on finding the next long subsequence that is located on the right-hand
side of the previously found subsequence in the first extraction step, the sec-
ond subproblem focuses on the other side of the found subsequence. Each
subproblem is solved by recursively repeating all the three steps mentioned
above, but without evaluating again the length of the longest subsequence.
MAGNET applies two early termination methods that aim at reducing the
execution time of the filter. The first method is evaluating the length of the
longest subsequence in the first recursion call. The second method is limit-
ing the number of the subsequences to be found to at most E+1, regardless
their actual number for each two sequences.
7.2.2.2 Identifying top E+1 longest subsequences
Alternatively, MAGNET can be changed to find only top E+1 longest sub-
sequences without the restriction of being non-overlapping ones. This can be
achieved by maintaining a binary max-heap priority queue [138], where it stores
the length of each of the E+1 subsequences from each mask.
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Edit Distance ThresholdNon-overlappingTop LongestNon-overlappingAny Longest
1 0.00% 0.00% 46 64
2 0.01% 0.09% 268 2674
3 0.04% 0.68% 1110 20504
4 0.08% 4.76% 2461 142906
5 0.18% 18.85% 5457 565463
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Figure 7.1: The false accept rate of MAGNET using two different algorithms
for identifying the identical subsequences. We observe that finding the E+1
non-overlapping identical subsequences leads to a significant reduction in the
incorrectly accepted sequences compared to finding the top E+1 longest identical
subsequences.
In total, the queue stores up to (E+1).(2E+1) elements. The length of the top
longest subsequence is always stored at the root of the heap (the heap property).
We need to extract the root of the heap structure E+1 times in order to find the
total length of the top E+1 longest subsequences. We evaluate both algorithms
for finding the longest identical subsequences in Figure 7.1. We observe that the
accuracy of finding top E+1 longest subsequences degrades exponentially as the
edit distance threshold increases. We also observe that the accuracy of finding
the non-overlapping subsequences remains almost linear and provides consider-
ably more accurate filtering. Thus, we consider identifying only non-overlapping
subsequences throughout the following sections.
7.2.3 Method 3: Filtering Out Dissimilar Sequences
The last step of MAGNET is to decide if the mapping is potentially correct and
needs to be examined by read alignment. Once after the termination, if the total
length of all found identical subsequences is less than m-E then the two sequences
are rejected. Otherwise, they are considered to be similar and the alignment can
be measured using sophisticated alignment algorithms.
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Read : TTTTACTGTTCTCCCTTTGAATACAATATATCTATATTTCCCTCTGGCTACATTTAAAATTTCCCCTTTATCTGTAATAATCAGTAATTACGTTTTAAAA 
Reference : TTTTACTGTTCTCCCTTTGAAATGACAATATATCTATATTTCCCTCTGGCTACATTTAAAATTTCCCCTTTATCTGTAATAATCAGTAAATTACCGTTTT
Upper Diagonal-4 : ----110111111100111111110101100001010001011010011111101101100110110011010101011101111111101011000000
Upper Diagonal-3 : ---0110110101011111111111110111111111110010011110111111001000100100010011111110110111111000000110001
Upper Diagonal-2 : --00111101100101101110110000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010111110011
Upper Diagonal-1 : -000111110111001001100011101111111111100100111101111110010001001000100111111101101111110111111110111
Main Diagonal : 0000000000000000000001110110000101000101101001111110110110011011001101010101110111111111101111111111
Lower Diagonal-1 : 000111110111001001101011010111111111011111011111101111111011111101111011111100001011010101101111111-
Lower Diagonal-2 : 00111101100101101111011111100100010101110011100111011011111111111111010101111011010101001100111111--
Lower Diagonal-3 : 0110110101011111111010110101111111011110111111111101101101111110111110111101111111111111110011111---
Lower Diagonal-4 : 110111111100111110110001111100000101110101100111110010100111110011100100111101011011111111000111----
MAGNET bit-vector : 0000000000000000000001010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010001000000
12 345
Figure 7.2: An example of applying MAGNET filtering algorithm with an edit
distance threshold of 4. MAGNET finds all the longest non-overlapping subse-
quences of consecutive zeros in the descending order of their length (as numbered
in yellow).
We provide an example of applying MAGNET filtering algorithm in Figure
7.2.
7.3 Analysis of MAGNET algorithm
In this section, we analyze the asymptotic run time and space complexity of
MAGNET algorithm. We provide the pseudocode of MAGNET in Algorithm
7.1. We also provide the divide-and-conquer algorithm that MAGNET uses in
Algorithm 7.2. MAGNET applies a divide-and-conquer technique that divides
the problem of finding the identical subsequences into two subproblems in each
recursion call. In the first recursion call, the extracted identical subsequence
is of length at least a=d((m-E))/((E + 1))e bases. This reduces the problem of
finding the identical subsequences from m to at most m-a, which is further divided
into two subproblems: a left subproblem and a right subproblem. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that the size of the left and the right subproblems decreases
by a factor of b and c, respectively, as follows:
m = a + 2 + m/b + m/c (7.1)
The addition of 2 bases is for the encapsulation bits added at each recursion
call. Now, let TMAGNET (m) be the time complexity of MAGNET algorithm, for
identifying non-overlapping subsequences.
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Algorithm 7.1: MAGNET 
Input: Seq1, Seq2, Edit distance threshold (E). 
Output: 1 (Similar/Accepted) / 0 (Dissimilar/Rejected). 
Pseudocode: 
  1: m ← length(Seq1); 
  2: // Build Neighborhood map (N) 
  3: for i ← 1 to m do 
  4:        for j ← i-E to i+E do 
  5:                if Seq1[i] = Seq2[j] then  
  6:                        N[i,j] ← 0;  
  7:                else  
  8:                        N[i,j]← 1; 
  9: for i ← 1 to m do  
10:        MAGNET[i] ← 1; 
11: [MAGNET, calls] ← EXEN(N, 1, m, E, MAGNET, 1); 
12: // Function CZ() returns number of zeros 
13: if CZ(MAGNET) ≥ m-E then return 1;  else return 0; 
If it takes O(km) time to find the global longest subsequence and divide the
problem into two subproblems, where k = 2E+1 is the number of bit-vectors, we
get the following recurrence equation:
TMAGNET (m) = TMAGNET (m/b) + TMAGNET (m/c) + O(km) (7.2)
Given that the early termination condition of MAGNET algorithm restricts the
recursion depth as follows:
Recursion tree depth = dlog2(E + 1)e − 1 (7.3)
Solving the recurrence in equation (7.2) using equation (7.1) and equation (7.3)
by applying the recursion-tree method provides a loose upper-bound on the time
complexity as follows:
TMAGNET (m) = O(km) .
dlog2(E+1)e−1∑
x=0
(
1
c
+
1
b
)x
TMAGNET (m) ≈ O(fkm) (7.4)
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Where f is a fraction number satisfies the following range: 1 ≤ f < 2. This in
turn demonstrates that the MAGNET algorithm runs in a linear time with respect
to the sequence length and edit distance threshold and hence it is computationally
inexpensive. The space complexity of MAGNET algorithm is as follows:
DMAGNET (m) = DMAGNET (m/b) + DMAGNET (m/c) + O(km + m)
DMAGNET (m) ≈ O(fkm + fm) (7.5)
Hence, MAGNET algorithm requires a linear space with respect to the read
length and edit distance threshold. Next, we outline the hardware implementation
details of MAGNET filter.
7.4 Discussion
In this section, we outline the challenges that are encountered in implementing
MAGNET filter to be used in our accelerator design. Implementing MAGNET
algorithm is challenging due to the random location and variable length of each of
the E+1 identical subsequences. The Verilog-2011 imposes two challenges on our
architecture as it does not support variable-size partial selection and indexing
of a group of bits from a vector [139]. In particular, the first challenge lies in
excluding the extracted identical subsequence along with its encapsulation bits
from the search space of the next recursion call. The second challenge lies in
dividing the problem into two subproblems, each of which has an unknown size
at design time. To address these limitations and tackle the two design challenges,
we keep the problem size fixed and at each recursion call. We exclude the found
longest subsequence from the search space by amending all bits of all 2E+1 bit-
vectors that are located within the indices (locations) of the encapsulation bits to
‘1’s. This ensures to omit the found longest subsequence and all its corresponding
locations in the other bit-vectors from the following recursion calls.
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Algorithm 7.2: EXEN function 
Function: EXEN() extracts the top longest subsequence of consecutive zeros 
and generate two subproblems. 
Input: Neighborhood map (N), start index (SI), end index (EI), E, MAGNET bit-
vector, number of recursion calls. 
Output: updated MAGNET bit-vector, updated number of calls. 
Pseudocode: 
  1: // Early termination condition 
  2: if (SI ≤ EI and calls ≤ E+1) then 
  3:        // Function CCZ() returns number and indices of longest 
  4:        // subsequence of diagonally consecutive zeros 
  5:        for j ← 1 to E do //Extraction 
  6:                [X,s1,e1] ← CCZ(N[SI+j,SI],EI); // Lower diagonal 
  7:                [Y,s2,e2] ← CCZ(N[SI,SI+j],EI); // Upper diagonal 
  8:                if X > Y then  
  9:                        s ← s1; e ← e1;  
10:                else  
11:                        s ← s2; e ← e2; 
12:        [X,s1,e1] ← CCZ(N[SI,SI],EI); 
13:        if X > (e-s+1) then  
14:                s ← s1; e ← e1; 
15:        // Early termination condition (only in first call) 
16:        if (calls=1 and (e-s+1)<⌈(𝑚 − 𝐸)/(𝐸 + 1)⌉) then  
17:                return [MAGNET, 0]; 
18:        // Left subproblem with encapsulation 
19:        [MAGNET, calls] ← EXEN(N,SI, s-2, E, MAGNET, calls+1); 
20:        // Right subproblem with encapsulation 
21:        [MAGNET, calls] ← EXEN(N,e+2,EI, E,MAGNET, calls+1); 
22:        return [MAGNET, calls]; 
23: else return [MAGNET, calls-1]; 
7.5 Summary
We introduce MAGNET, a new filtering strategy that remarkably improves the
accuracy of pre-alignment filtering and provides a minimal number of falsely
accepted mappings.
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MAGNET gets rid of the first three causes of filtering inaccuracy that we
observed in SHD [65] (see Chapter 3). We believe that MAGNET is the most
accurate pre-alignment filter in literature today but this comes at the expense of
hardware implementation challenges.
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Chapter 8
SneakySnake: Fast, Accurate,
and Cost-Effective Filter
In this chapter, we address the issue of the long execution time of read alignment
using a different approach. The use of specialized hardware chips can yield sig-
nificant performance improvements. However, the main drawbacks are the higher
design effort, the limited data throughput, and the necessity of algorithm redesign
and tailored implementation to fully leverage the FPGA architecture. To tackle
these challenges and obviate these difficulties, we introduce fast, accurate, and
yet cost-effective pre-alignment filter. We call it SneakySnake. It leverages the
today’s general purpose processor (i.e., CPU), which is largely available to bioin-
formaticians at no additional cost. Beside the CPU implementation of SneakyS-
nake, we also provide an efficient hardware architecture to further accelerate the
computations of the SneakySnake algorithm with high parallelism.
8.1 Overview
The key idea of SneakySnake filter is that it needs to know only if two sequences
are dissimilar by more than the edit distance threshold or not.
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This fact leads to the following question. Can one approximate the edit
distance between two sequences much faster than calculating the edit
distance? Given reference sequence A[1. . . m], read sequence B [1. . . m], and an
edit distance threshold E, SneakySnake calculates the approximate edit distance
between A and B and then checks if it is greater than the edit distance threshold
then the two sequences A and B are rejected. Otherwise, the two sequences A
and B are accepted by SneakySnake and the optimal alignment is calculated.
The approximate edit distance calculated by SneakySnake should always be less
than or equal to the edit distance threshold as long as the actual edit distance
does not exceed the edit distance threshold.
8.2 The Sneaky Snake Problem
We convert the approximate edit distance problem to as a restricted optimal path
finding problem in a grid graph. We call this the Sneaky Snake Problem. It can
be summarized as a traversal problem in a special grid graph, where a snake
travels in the grid graph with the presence of randomly distributed obstacles.
The goal is to find the path that connects the origin and the destination points
with the minimal number of obstacles along the path.
We describe the grid graph of the Sneaky Snake Problem as follows:
• There is a two dimensional m by m grid graph, where m is the read length.
The grid cells are aligned in rows and columns and all cells have the same
cost. The snake wants to travel through the grid from the top left corner
towards the bottom right corner of the grid. There are E+1 entrances that
are next to the cells of the first column and similarly, there are E+1 exits
that are located next to the cells of the last column.
• The snake is allowed to travel through dedicated pipes. Each pipe is repre-
sented as a stretch of diagonally consecutive pairwise matches. We define
the path in this problem as a sequence of diagonal grid cells.
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In other words, the movement through the vertical cells is not counted
towards the length of the path. The length of the path is simply the total
number of diagonal cells along the path.
• The snake is only able to switch between the pipes after skipping an obstacle
(i.e., end of the pipe). The obstacle represents a pairwise mismatch. We
model the obstacle as a solid black grid cell. Traveling across an obstacle
requires the snake to diagonally move one step ahead, and hence the obstacle
cell is counted towards the total length of the path. The snake is allowed to
avoid only E obstacles by transferring to another pipe or jumping over the
obstacle within the same diagonal vector. This can be seen as the number
of E tries required to arrive the destination.
The general goal of this problem is to find a path in the grid graph with the
minimum number of obstacles. The path starts at the first leftmost cell and
travels out of the grid while exiting onto a destination. SneakySnake filtering al-
gorithm can approximate the edit distance using two different approaches. While
one of them relies on what we call weighted neighborhood maze, the other ap-
proach relies on unweighted neighborhood maze. Both approaches involve three
main steps.
8.3 Weighted Maze Methods
Next, we describe the three steps of the first approach. (1) It constructs the
weighted neighborhood maze. (2) It identifies the optimal travel path that has
the least number of obstacles. (3) The mapping is accepted if and only if the
snake survives the grid maze.
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8.3.1 Method 1: Building the Weighted Neighborhood
Maze
The first step in the SneakySnake algorithm is to build the m by m weighted
neighborhood maze (WN ). It is a modified version of our original neighborhood
maze (see Chapter 6), where we change the meaning of the content of each cell.
First, we change the value of the grid cell that represents a pairwise match from
zero to the total number of the consecutive zeros in its lower right neighbors
within the same diagonal vector. Second, we change the value of the grid cell
that represents a pairwise mismatch from one to zero (modeled as a solid black
cell). Given i and j (where 1≤ i ≤ m and i-E ≤ j ≤ i+E ), the entry WN [i, j ]
of the weighted neighborhood maze can be calculated as follows:
WN[i,j] =
WN [i + 1, j + 1] + 1 A[i] = B[j]0 A[i] 6= B[j] (8.1)
Computing each cell depends on its immediate lower right cell. This restricts
the order of the computations to be performed starting from the lower right
corner towards the upper left corner. We present in Figure 8.1 an example of
a weighted neighborhood maze for two sequences, where the sequence B differs
from the sequence A by three edits (i.e., obstacles).
8.3.2 Method 2: Finding the Optimal Travel Path
The second step of the SneakySnake algorithm is to decide on which pipe the snake
should travel through, using three main steps. (1) The snake essentially uses the
precomputed weight of each cell in the weighted neighborhood maze to make the
decision. This is the key reason behind filling the weighted neighborhood maze
from the lower right corner to the upper left corner, while the snake travels from
the upper left corner towards the lower right corner.
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j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
G G T G G A G A G A T C
i
1 G 4 1 1 2
2 G 1 3 1 1 1
3 T 1 1 2 1 1 1
4 G 1 1 1 1 5 1 4
5 A 1 1 1 1 4 1 3
6 G 1 1 3 1 3 1 2
7 A 1 1 2 1 2 1 1
8 G 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 T 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 G 1 1 1 1 1
12 T 1 1 1 1
EX
IT
E
N
T
R
A
N
C
E
Figure 8.1: Weighted Neighborhood maze (WN ), for reference sequence A =
GGTGGAGAGATC, and read sequence B = GGTGAGAGTTGT for E=3. The
snake traverses the path that is highlighted in yellow which includes three ob-
stacles and three pipes, that represents three identical subsequences: GGTG,
AGAG, and T
The snake examines the first cell of each diagonal vector in the first column of
the grid and finds the cell with the largest weight. (2) If the snake is unable to
decide on which pipe to follow (i.e., all cells of the first column are obstacles), the
snake skips the current column and consumes one attempt out of the E tries. The
snake then finds the maximum weight of the cells in the next column. If it finds
more than one pipe with the same length, it always chooses the first one (starting
from the upper diagonal). (3) Once found, it travels through the pipe until it
faces an obstacle. It repeats these three steps until it reaches its destination or
consumes all the E tries.
8.3.3 Method 3: Examining the Snake Survival
The last step is to check if the snake makes it through the grid maze or not. Given
a limited number of tries (equals to E ), if the snake arrives the destination, then
there exists a path that has at most E obstacles.
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In the context of approximate edit distance calculation, it means that there
exists an alignment that has at most E edits. The SneakySnake algorithm con-
siders this mapping as a correct one and accepts this mapping. Otherwise, it
rejects the mapping without performing read alignment step.
8.4 Unweighted Maze Methods
Here, we explain the three steps of solving the Sneaky Snake Problem using the
unweighted neighborhood maze approach. (1) It first constructs the unweighted
neighborhood maze. (2) It then identifies the optimal travel path that has the
least number of obstacles. (3) And finally the mapping is accepted if and only if
the snake survives the grid maze without exceeding the limited number of tries.
8.4.1 Method 1: Building the Unweighted Neighborhood
Maze
In the unweighted neighborhood maze, we introduce two changes to the way we
build the neighborhood maze. First, each grid cell has no weight assigned to it.
Second, we define a state for each grid cell, whereas a cell can be either in an
available state or a blocked state. We set the grid cell to be in an available state
if it represents a pairwise match. If the grid cell represents a pairwise mismatch,
then we set its state to blocked. In this way, the unweighted neighborhood maze
eliminates the data dependency between the grid cells that exists in the weighted
neighborhood maze. Given i and j (where 1≤ i ≤ m and i-E ≤ j ≤ i+E ), the
state of the entry UN [i, j ] of the unweighted neighborhood maze can be chosen
as follows:
UN[i,j] =
Available A[i] = B[j]Blocked A[i] 6= B[j] (8.2)
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j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
G G T G G A G A G A T C
i
1 G
2 G
3 T
4 G
5 A
6 G
7 A
8 G
9 T
10 T
11 G
12 T
EX
IT
E
N
T
R
A
N
C
E
Figure 8.2: Unweighted neighborhood maze (UN ), for reference sequence A =
GGTGGAGAGATC, and read sequence B = GGTGAGAGTTGT for E=3. The
snake traverses the path that is highlighted in yellow which includes three ob-
stacles and three pipes, that represents three identical subsequences: GGTG,
AGAG, and T.
We present in Figure 8.2 an example of an unweighted neighborhood maze for
two sequences, where the sequence B differs from the sequence A by three edits.
The state of the entry UN [i,j ] is set to available if the ith character of the read
sequence matches the jth character of the reference sequence. Otherwise, it is set
to blocked (highlighted in a black).
8.4.2 Method 2: Finding the Optimal Travel Path
The second step of the SneakySnake algorithm is to decide on which pipe the snake
should consider, in three main steps. (1) As the snake has no prior information
on the length of each pipe (as in the weighted neighborhood maze), it uses its
telescoping lens to perform depth-first search (DFS) [140] each time it faces a
blocked cell (i.e., obstacle). The DFS algorithm traverses the first upper diagonal
vector to reach the maximum possible depth (i.e., until it arrives a blocked cell
or the end of the vector). If the DFS algorithm reaches the exit of the maze, then
SneakySnake terminates the DFS search.
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The depth of each grid cell is equal to the value of its j index. It stores the
maximum possible depth and backtracks to the starting point (i.e., the obstacle
cell). It then continues traversing the next unsearched diagonal vector and repeats
the previous steps. (2) The snake selects the path with the largest depth. If it
is unable to find one (i.e., all cells of the first column are obstacles), it skips the
current column and consumes one path transfer out of the E allowed transfers.
(3) If it finds multiple equi-length pipes, it always chooses the first one (starting
from the upper diagonal). Once found, it travels through the pipe until it faces
another obstacle. It repeats these three steps until it reaches its destination or
consumes all the E tries.
8.4.3 Method 3: Examining the Snake Survival
The last step is to accept the mapping based on whether the snake arrives its
destination given a limited number of path transfers (equals to E ). This means
that there is an alignment for the two given sequences that has at most E edits.
Otherwise, The SneakySnake algorithm rejects the mapping without performing
read alignment step.
8.5 Analysis of SneakySnake Algorithm
In this section, we analyze the asymptotic run time and space complexity of
the SneakySnake algorithm. The SneakySnake algorithm builds the weighted
neighborhood maze by traversing through each vector starting from the lower
right corner. It compares the corresponding characters of the two given sequences
and if they match each other, then it updates the current cell with the result of
summing up one and the value of the previous cell. Assuming it takes O(m) time
to build one diagonal vector, where m is the read length. Then it takes O(km)
to build the entire weighted maze, where k = 2E+1 is the number of the grid
vectors.
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Upon arriving an obstacle, the SneakySnake algorithm examines the weight of
each cell following the obstacle cell and picks the cell with the largest weight as
a new starting point. With the existence of E obstacles, this step is repeated at
most E times. Each time it takes O(k) time to compare the weight of k cells.
Thus, the upper-bound on the time complexity of SneakySnake using weighted
neighborhood maze is given as follows:
TWeighted SneakySnake(m) = O(Em + hk) (8.3)
Where h is a number satisfies the following range: 0 ≤ h ≤ E.
Using the unweighted neighborhood maze, the SneakSnake algorithm does
not necessarily traverse all the cells of each diagonal vector (as in the weighted
approach described above). Thus, its asymptotic run time is not determined.
On the one hand, the lower-bound on the its time complexity is O(m), which is
achieved when the DFS algorithm reaches the exist of the maze without facing
any obstacle along the path. On the other hand, the loose upper-bound run time
complexity is also equal to O(km+hk) when the DFS traverses through nearly
the entire unweighted neighborhood maze. However, it is unrealistic to traverse
the entire maze, as in this case the value of each and every cell of the entire maze
should be equal to ‘0’ (for example, when all characters of the two sequences
are ‘A’s). If this is the case, then the DFS algorithm traverses only through the
first upper diagonal and then get terminated. Thus, the run time complexity of
SneakySnake with the unweighted neighborhood maze is given as follows:
O(m) ≤ TUnweighted SneakySnake(m) < O(km + hk) (8.4)
Where h is a number satisfies the following range: 0 ≤ h ≤ E. This in turn
demonstrates that the unweighted neighborhood maze algorithm is asymptoti-
cally inexpensive compared to the weighted SneakySnake algorithm. Hence, we
consider the unweighted SneakySnake algorithm for further analysis and eval-
uation. We provide the pseudocode of SneakySnake in Algorithm 8.1. While
the weighted SneakySnake requires no additional auxiliary space, the weighted
approach requires only storing the depth of at most 2E+1 vectors.
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Algorithm 8.1: SneakySnake 
Input: Seq1, Seq2, Edit distance threshold (E). 
Output: 1 (Similar/Accepted) / 0 (Dissimilar/Rejected). 
Pseudocode: 
  1:  m ← length(Seq1); 
  2:  // Build unweighted Neighborhood maze (UN) 
  3:  for i ← 1 to m do 
  4:         for j ← i-E to i+E do 
  5:                 if Seq1[i] == Seq2[j] then  
  6:                         N[i,j] ← 0;  
  7:                 else N[i,j]← 1; 
  8:  // Find Best Path with least number of obstacles 
  9:  i ← 1; e ← 0; 
10:  while i ≤ m and e ≤ E do 
11:        LargestDepth = 0; 
12:        for j ← 2E+1 to 1 do 
13:              count ← 0; 
14:              ii ← 0; 
15:              //UN_Diagonal[diagonal id][cell index]  
15:              while UN_Diagonal[j][i+ii] == 0 do 
16:                    Depth ← i; 
17:                    ii++; 
18:              if (Depth>LargestDepth) 
19:                    LargestDepth ← Depth; 
20:        i ← LargestDepth + 1; 
21:        e ← e + 1; 
22:  // Examine the snake arrival 
23:  if e-1 ≤ E then return 1;  
23:  else return 0; 
8.6 SneakySnake on an FPGA
We introduce an FPGA-friendly architecture for the unweighted SneakySnake
algorithm. Achieving an efficient hardware architecture raises the following ques-
tion: Can one solve many small sub-problems of the Sneaky Snake
Problem with a high parallelism by reducing the search space of the
SneakySnake algorithm?
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The main idea behind the hardware architecture of the SneakySnake algorithm
is to partition the unweighted neighborhood maze into small non-overlapping sub-
matrices with a width of t columns (the height is always fixed to 2E+1 rows) for
some parameter t. We then apply the SneakySnake algorithm to each sub-matrix
independently from the other sub-matrices. This results in three key benefits.
First, downsizing the search space into a reasonably small sub-matrix with a
known dimension at the design time limits the number of all possible solutions
for that sub-matrix. This reduces the size of the look-up tables (LUTs) required
to build the architecture and simplifies the overall design. Second, this approach
helps to maintain a modular and scalable architecture that can be implemented
for any read length and edit distance threshold. Third, all the smaller sub-
problems can be solved independently and rapidly with a high parallelism. This
reduces the execution time of the overall algorithm as the SneakySnake algorithm
does not need to evaluate the entire path. However, these benefits come at the cost
of accuracy degradation. The solution for each sub-problem is not necessarily part
of the solution for the main problem (with the original size of m by m). Though it
is guaranteed to always choose the path with the least obstacles within the search
space, our hardware architecture can underestimate the number of obstacles found
and thereby increase the false accept rate.
Next, we present the details of our hardware architecture. We choose the
parameter t to be 8 columns. This results in partitioning the unweighted neigh-
borhood maze of size 100 by 100 (or 2E+1 by 100 computed cells) into 13 sub-
matrices, each of size 2E+1 by 8. Each row in the sub-matrix is part of the di-
agonal vector of the unweighted neighborhood maze. Each sub-matrix represents
an individual Sneaky Snake Problem. Solving each problem requires determining
the optimal path (with the least number of obstacles) along each sub-matrix using
five main steps. (1) The first step is to perform the DFS search for finding the
optimal path along the 2E+1 rows of the sub-matrix. We implement the DFS
algorithm on FPGA as a leading-zero counter (LZC). We use the LZC design
proposed in [141]. It counts the number of consecutive zeros that appear in a
n-bit input word before the first more significant bit that is equal to one.
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Figure 8.3: Proposed 4-bit LZC comparator.
It generates two output signals, the log2n bits of the leading-zero count C and
a flag Valid, for an input word A = An−1, An−2, . . . ,A0 , where An−1 is the most-
significant bit. When all input bits are set to zero, the Valid flag is set to one.
For other cases of input, the value of C represents the number of leading zeros.
For the case of an 8-bit input operand, the two output signals of the LZC are
given by:
C2 = A7 + A6 + A5 + A4
C1 = A7 + A6 + A5 · A4 · (A3 + A2)
C0 = A7 + A6 · A5 + A6 · A4 · A3 + A6 · A4 · A2 · A1
V alid = A7 + A6 + A5 + A4 + A3 + A2 + A1 + A0
(8.5)
(2) The second step is to find the row that has the largest number of leading zeros.
We build a hierarchical comparator structure with log2(2E+1) levels. We use a
single LZC comparator for comparing the number of leading zeros of two rows.
The LZC comparator compares two numbers of leading zeros produced by two
LZC circuits and passes the largest number as output signals without changing
their values (maintaining the same meaning). We provide in Figure 8.3 the pro-
posed architecture of the 4-bit LZC comparator. For an edit distance thresholds
of 5 bp, we need 12 LZC comparators arranged into 4 levels (6, 3, 2, and 1 LZC
comparators in each level, respectively). We provide the overall architecture of
the 4-level LZC comparator tree including the 11 LZC block diagrams in Figure
8.4.
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Figure 8.4: Block diagram of the 11 LZCs and the hierarchical LZC comparator
tree for computing the largest number of leading zeros in 11 rows.
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(3) The third step is to store the largest number of leading zeros and shift the
bits of all rows to the right direction. As we implement the DFS search as a LZC
circuit, we always need to start the DFS search space from the least significant
bit of each row. The shift operation is necessary for deleting the leading zeros
and allowing the snake to continue the process of finding the optimal path. We
shift each row of the sub-matrix by x+1 bits, where x is the largest number of
leading zeros found in step 2. This guarantees to exclude the found path from
the next search round along with the edit, which divides the optimal path into
shorter paths.
(4) The fourth step is to repeat the previous three steps in order to find the
optimal path from the least significant bit all the way to the most significant
bit. The number of replications needed depends on the desired accuracy of the
SneakySnake algorithm. If our target is to find at most a single edit within each
sub-matrix, then we need to build two replications for the steps described above.
For example, let A be 00010000, where t = 8. The first replication computes
the value of x as four zeros and updates the bits of A to 11111000. The second
replication computes the value of x as three zeros and updates the bits of A to
11111111.
(5) The last step is to calculate the total number of obstacles along the entire
optimal path from the least significant bit towards the most significant bit. We
first find out the number of replications that produces at least a single leading
zero (i.e., x¿0). If it equals the total number of replications (y), then the number
of obstacles (edits) equals to the total number of replications included in the
design. Otherwise, we compute the number of the obstacles as follows:
min(y, t−
y∑
o=1
xo) (8.6)
where y is the total number of replications involved in the design and xo is the
largest number of leading zeros produced by the replication of index o.
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8.7 Discussion
We introduce the SneakySnake algorithm and hardware architecture in order to
address the question that we raise earlier in this chapter about weather approxi-
mating the edit distance calculation can be faster than calculating the exact edit
distance. The accuracy of the edit distance approximation is another concern.
Our SneakySnake filter always underestimates the total number of edits. This
is mainly due to the goal of the Sneaky Snake Problem that is the search for
optimal path with the least number of obstacles (or edits). This concern raises
two key questions. (1) Can one improve the accuracy of edit distance
approximation such that we achieve either a new optimal read aligner
or a highly-accurate pre-alignment filter? The SneakySnake algorithm can
be slightly modified such that it considers a penalty on the selected path. If the
snake selects the upper diagonals, then this means that the obstacle is basically
a deleted character at the ith index of the read sequence. Similarly, if the current
path is at the main diagonal and the next selected path is at the second upper
diagonal, this means that the obstacle is two deleted characters. The current
implementation of SneakySnake considers this two deleted characters as a single
edit. The accuracy improvement of SneakySnake is yet to be explored in this
thesis.
The second question is (2) Similarly to the way we partition the search space of
the SneakySnake algorithm, Can one reduce the search space of exact edit
distance algorithms such that only the necessary cells are computed?
We observe the fact that the exact edit distance algorithms explore a large area
of the dynamic programming matrix (even with the banded matrix), which is
unnecessary for highly dissimilar sequences. The edit distance is considered to
be a non-additive distance measure [30]. This means that its calculations can
not be distributed over concatenated subsequences of the long sequence. In other
words, we can not divide the read-reference pair into shorter pairs and calculate
the exact edit distance for each short read-reference pair individually (aiming at
concurrently computing them) and then accumulate the results.
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For example, take A = “CGCG”, B = “GCGC” and observe that calculating
the edit distance for each character of A with its corresponding character of B
yields four edits, while the edit distance between A and B, each as a whole, is
only 2 edits. This is clear from the way that its dynamic programming matrix
is computed. The computations always depend on the prefixes of both the read
and the reference sequences. As a workaround, we can compute the exact edit
distance in an incremental approach. One can divide the dynamic programming
matrix into sub matrices, where each smaller sub-matrix is fully covered by all
the larger sub-matrices. Such that each sub-matrix UNs strictly starts from the
index i of value 1 up to some s, where the following equation holds 1 ≤ i ≤ s ≤
m and i-E ≤ j ≤ i+E. We refer to this edit distance measure as a prefix edit
distance . In the next chapter, we evaluate all these scenarios in details.
8.8 Summary
In this chapter, we introduce the Sneaky Snake Problem, and we show how an
approximate edit distance problem can be converted to an instance of the Sneaky
Snake Problem. Subsequently, we propose a new pre-alignment filtering algo-
rithm (we call it SneakySnake) that obviates the need for expensive specialized
hardware. The solution we provide is cost-effective given a limited resources envi-
ronment. Our algorithm does not exploit any SIMD-enabled CPU instructions or
vendor-specific processor. This makes it superior and attractive. We also provide
efficient and scalable hardware architecture along with several design optimiza-
tions for the SneakySnake algorithm. Finally, we discuss several optimizations
and challenges of accelerating both approximate and exact edit distance calcula-
tions.
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Chapter 9
Evaluation
In this chapter, we evaluate the FPGA resource utilization, the filtering accu-
racy, and the memory utilization of all our proposed pre-alignment filters. We
also investigate the benefits of using our hardware and CPU-based pre-alignment
filtering solutions along with the state-of-the-art aligners. We compare the per-
formance of our proposed pre-alignment filters (SneakySnake, MAGNET, Shouji,
and GateKeeper) with the state-of-the-art existing pre-alignment filter, SHD [65]
and read aligners, Edlib [78], Parasail [54], GSWABE [57], CUDASW++ 3.0 [59],
and FPGASW [53]. We run all experiments using 3.6 GHz Intel i7-3820 CPU
with 8 GB RAM. We use a Xilinx Virtex 7 VC709 board [133] to implement our
accelerator architecture and our hardware filters. We build the FPGA designs
using Vivado 2015.4 in synthesizable Verilog.
9.1 Dataset Description
Our experimental evaluation uses 12 different real datasets. Each dataset contains
30 million real sequence pairs. Next, we elaborate on how we obtain them.
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Table 9.1: Benchmark illumina-like read sets of whole human genome, obtained
from EMBL-ENA.
Accession no. ERR240727_1 SRR826460_1 SRR826471_1
Read length (bp) 100 150 250
No. of reads 4 million 89 million 186 million
HTS Illumina HiSeq 2000 Illumina HiSeq 2000 Illumina HiSeq 2000
Table 9.2: Benchmark illumina-like datasets (read-reference pairs). We map each
read set, described in Table 9.1, to the human reference genome in order to
generate four datasets using different mapper’s edit distance thresholds (using -e
parameter).
Accession no.
Dataset no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
mrFAST -e 2 3 5 40 4 6 10 70 8 12 15 100
ERR240727_1 SRR826460_1 SRR826471_1
We obtain three different read sets (ERR240727 1, SRR826460 1, and
SRR826471 1) of whole human genome that include three different read lengths
(100 bp, 150 bp, and 250 bp, respectively), as summarized in Table 9.1. We down-
load these three read sets from EMBL-ENA ( http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena). We
map each read set to the human reference genome (GRCh37) using mrFAST [142]
mapper. We obtain the human reference genome from 1000 Genomes Project
[143]. For each read set, we use four different maximum number of edits using
the -e parameter of mrFAST to generate four real datasets. We summarize the
details of these 12 datasets in Table 9.2. For the convenience of referring to these
datasets, we number them from 1 to 12 (e.g., set 1 represents 30 million reads
from ERR240727 1 mapped with -e = 2 edits). The 12 real datasets enable us
to measure the effectiveness of the filters in tolerating low number of edits and
far more edits than the allowed edit distance threshold. We provide detailed in-
formation on the number of correct and incorrect pairs of each of the 12 datasets
for different user-defined edit distance thresholds in Table A.1, Table A.2, and
Table A.3 in Appendix A.
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9.2 Resource Analysis
We now examine the FPGA resource utilization for the hardware implementation
of GateKeeper, Shouji, MAGNET, and SneakySnake pre-alignment filters. We
provide several hardware designs for two commonly used edit distance thresholds,
2 bp and 5 bp as reported in [18, 65, 122, 62], for a sequence length of 100 bp.
The VC709 FPGA chip contains 433,200 slice LUTs (look-up tables) and 866,400
slice registers (flip-flops). Table 9.3 lists the FPGA resource utilization for a
single filtering unit. We make five main observations.
1. The design for a single MAGNET filtering unit requires about 10.5% and
37.8% of the available LUTs for edit distance thresholds of 2 bp and 5
bp, respectively. Hence, MAGNET can process 8 and 2 sequence pairs
concurrently for edit distance thresholds of 2 bp and 5 bp, respectively,
without violating the timing constraints of our hardware accelerator.
2. The design for a single Shouji filtering unit requires about 15x-21.9x less
LUTs compared to MAGNET. This enables Shouji to achieve more par-
allelism over MAGNET design as it can have 16 filtering units within the
same FPGA chip.
3. GateKeeper requires about 26.9x-53x and 1.7x-2.4x less LUTs compared to
MAGNET and Shouji, respectively. GateKeeper can also examine up to 16
sequence pairs at the same time.
4. SneakySnake requires 15.4x-26.6x less LUTs compared to MAGNET. While
SneakySnake requires a slightly less LUTs compared to Shouji, it requires
about 2x more LUTs compared to GateKeeper. SneakySnake can also ex-
amine up to 16 sequence pairs concurrently.
5. We observe that the hardware implementations of Shouji, MAGNET, and
SneakySnake require pipelining the design (i.e., shortening the critical path
delay of each processing core by dividing it into stages or smaller tasks) to
enable meeting the timing constraints and achieve more parallelism.
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Table 9.3: FPGA resource usage for a single filtering unit of GateKeeper, Shouji,
MAGNET, and SneakySnake for a sequence length of 100 and under different
edit distance thresholds (E ).
E (bp) Slice LUT Slice Register
No. of Filtering 
Units
2 0.39% 0.01% 16
5 0.71% 0.01% 16
2 0.69% 0.08% 16
5 1.72% 0.16% 16
2 10.50% 0.80% 8
5 37.80% 2.30% 2
2 0.68% 0.16% 16
5 1.42% 0.34% 16
Shouji
MAGNET
GateKeeper
SneakySnake
We build 8 pipeline stages for Shouji, 22 pipeline stages for MAGNET, and
5 pipeline stage for SneakySnake to satisfy the timing constraints. How-
ever, pipelining the design comes with the expense of increased register
utilization.
We conclude that the FPGA resource usage is correlated with the filtering
accuracy. For example, the least accurate filter, GateKeeper, occupies the least
FPGA resource that can be integrated into the FPGA. We also conclude that the
less the logic utilization of a single filtering unit, the more the number of filtering
units.
9.3 Filtering Accuracy
Next, we assess the false accept rate and false reject rate of GateKeeper, Shouji,
MAGNET, and SneakySnake across our 12 datasets. We also investigate and
address several concerns that we raise in Chapter 8. We compare the accuracy
performance of our proposed pre-alignment filters with the best performing ex-
isting pre-alignment filter, SHD [65].
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SHD supports a sequence length of up to only 128 characters (due to the
SIMD register size). To ensure as fair a comparison as possible, we allow SHD
to divide the long sequences into batches of 128 characters, examine each batch
individually, and then sum up the results. As we describe in Chapter 3, we aim
to minimize the false accept rate so that the elimination of dissimilar sequences
is maximized. We also aim to maintain a 0% false reject rate. We use Edlib [78]
(set to edit distance mode) to generate the ground truth edit distance value for
each sequence pair as it has a zero false accept rate and a zero false reject rate.
9.3.1 Partitioning the Search Space of Approximate and
Exact Edit Distance
We raise two key questions in Chapter 8. (1) Can one approximate the edit
distance between two sequences much faster than calculating the edit distance?
(2) Can one reduce the search space of approximate and exact edit distance al-
gorithms? To answer these two questions, we first evaluate the performance of
SneakySnake (approximate edit distance algorithm) and then examine the fea-
sibility of reducing its search space without causing falsely-rejected mappings.
Secondly, we examine the ability to implement the best performing existing exact
edit distance algorithm, Edlib [78] such that it calculates the prefix edit distance.
As we discuss in Chapter 8, we column-wise partition the unweighted neighbor-
hood maze of SneakySnake algorithm into adjacent non-overlapping sub-matrices
of the same size (2E+1 by t). In Figure 9.1, we illustrate the effects of this par-
titioning on the false accept rate and the execution time of our SneakySnake
algorithm. We make two observations.
1. Partitioning the search space of SneakySnake with a partition
size of 5 (t=5) reduces its execution time by up to 5.12x (Figure
9.1a), 7.4x (Figure 9.1c), and 13.2x (Figure 9.1e) at the expense
of increased false accept rate by up to 55.4x (Figure 9.1 b), 43.5x (Figure
9.1d), and 67.3x (Figure 9.1f).
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2. There is a trade-off between the speed and the accuracy of SneakySnake
algorithm. For example, the least accurate filter, SneakySnake with a parti-
tion size of 5 columns (or in short SneakySnake-5) yields the fastest speed.
Next, we assess the effect of the number of replications on the filtering accuracy
of the hardware implementation of the SneakySnake algorithm. We use a sub-
matrix’s width of 8 columns (t=8) and we vary the height of the sub-matrix from
1 row (i.e., E=0 bp) up to 21 rows (i.e., E=10 bp). Based on Figure 9.2, we
make two observations:
1. We observe that increasing the number of the replications in the design
improves the filtering accuracy of the SneakySnake algorithm. This obser-
vation is in accord with our expectation as each replication detects at most
a single edit within each sub-matrix.
2. We also observe that the hardware implementation of SneakySnake using
3 replications (3 iterations for finding the optimal path within each sub-
matrix) achieves a similar accuracy performance (or slightly better) as that
of the SneakySnake-5.
We conclude that partitioning the search space of the SneakySnake algorithm
is also beneficial for building an efficient hardware architecture while maintaining
high filtering accuracy.
Now, we modify Edlib algorithm such that it applies a prefix edit distance (we
provide the definition in Chapter 8). It starts computing only a small square
sub-matrix. If the computed edit distance meets the user-defined edit distance
threshold, then it extends the sub-matrix into a larger square one (which overlaps
entirely with the smaller one) by increasing the number of columns and rows by
a constant. For example, if the initial sub-matrix size is 5 columns by 5 rows,
then we extend it into a larger one of size 10 columns by 10 rows, and next we
extend it into a sub-matrix of size 15 columns by 15 rows.
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Figure 9.1: The effects of column-wise partitioning the search space of SneakyS-
nake algorithm on the average false accept rate ((a), (c), and (e)) and the average
execution time ((b), (d), and (f)) of examining set 1 to set 4 in (a) and (b), set 5
to set 8 in (c) and (d), and set 9 to set 12 in (e) and (f). Besides the default size
(equals the read length) of the SneakySnake’s unweighted neighborhood maze,
we choose partition sizes (the number of grid’s columns that are included in each
partition) of 5, 10, 25, and 50 columns.
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Figure 9.2: The effects of the number of replications of the hardware implemen-
tation of SneakySnake algorithm on its filtering accuracy (false accept rate). We
use a wide range of edit distance thresholds (0 bp-10 bp for a read length of 100
bp) and four datasets: (a) set 1, (b) set 2, (c) set 3, and (d) set 4.
We keep extending the size of the sub-matrix until we cover the entire dynamic
programming matrix or the prefix edit distance exceeds the edit distance thresh-
old. In Figure 9.3, we present the effects of computing the prefix edit distance
(partitioning the edit distance matrix) on the overall execution time. We also
provide the performance of the original and the partitioned SneakySnake algo-
rithm for a better comparison. We provide more detailed results in Table A.4,
Table A.5, and Table A.6 in Appendix A. We make two key observations.
1. Our SneakySnake algorithm with a partition size of 5
(SneakySnake-5) is up to 25.5x (Figure 9.3a), 52.5x (Figure 9.3b),
and 94.5x (Figure 9.3c) faster than the best performing edit dis-
tance algorithm, Edlib [78].
2. Prefix edit distance with large enough initial sub-matrix size provides a
slight reduction in the execution time of Edlib.
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We observe that setting the initial sub-matrix size to 50 bp provides the
highest reduction in the Edlib’s execution time over a wide range of edit
distance thresholds. Edlib with an initial sub-matrix size of 50 bp (or in
short Edlib-50) is up to 1.9x (Figure 9.3a), 4.4x (Figure 9.3b), and 7.8x
(Figure 9.3c) faster than the original Edlib. However, SneakySnake-5 is
still up to an order of magnitude (19.8x) faster than Edlib-50 when the edit
distance threshold is set to 9 (for m=100) or 10 (for m=150 or 250) and
below, as highlighted with a dashed vertical line in Figure 9.3. Note that
E is typically less than or equal 5% of the read length [18, 65, 122, 62].
We conclude that reducing the search space of both approximate and exact
edit distance algorithms is beneficial. Combining SneakySnake-5 and Edlib-50
can provide a fast examination for incorrect mappings across a wide range of edit
distance thresholds (0% - 10% of the read length).
9.3.2 False Accept Rate
We present in Figure 9.4, Figure 9.5, and Figure 9.6 the false accept rate of our
pre-alignment filters compared to SHD for read lengths of 100 bp, 150 bp, and
250 bp, respectively. We make six key observations.
1. We observe that Shouji, MAGNET, GateKeeper, and SneakySnake are less
accurate in examining the low-edit sequences (Figure 9.4a,b, Figure 9.5a,b,
and Figure 9.6a,b) than the edit-rich sequences (Figure 9.4c,d, Figure 9.5c,d,
and Figure 9.6c,d). While SneakySnake pre-alignment filter yields the high-
est accuracy, SHD [65] and GateKeeper provide the least accuracy compared
to all other pre-alignment filters. The slope of MAGNET plot is almost
comparable to that of the SneakySnake (with the default maze size).
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Figure 9.3: The effects of computing the prefix edit distance on the overall execu-
tion time of the edit distance calculations compared to the original Edlib (exact
edit distance) and our partitioned implementation of SneakySnake algorithm. We
present the average time spent in examining set 1 to set 4 in (a), set 5 to set 8
in (b), and set 9 to set 12 in (c). We choose initial sub-matrix sizes of 5, 10, 25,
and 50 columns. We mark the intersection of SneakySnake-5 and Edlib-50 plots
with a dashed vertical line.
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2. GateKeeper and SHD [65] become ineffective for edit distance thresholds
of greater than 8% for m = 100 bp (Figure 9.4), 5% for m = 150 bp
(Figure 9.5), and 3% for m = 250 bp (Figure 9.6) for both low-edit and
edit-rich sequences, where m is the read length. This leads to examining
each sequence pair twice unnecessarily, by both GateKeeper or SHD and
the full alignment step.
3. Shouji provides up to 17.2x, 73x, and 467x less false accept rate compared
to GateKeeper and SHD for read lengths of 100 bp, 150 bp, and 250 bp,
respectively.
4. MAGNET, SneakySnake (with the default maze size), and SneakySnake-5
show a slow exponential degradation in their filtering inaccuracy for low-edit
sequences with a false accept rate of up to 50%, 30%, and 70%, respectively,
as we show in Figure 9.4a,b, Figure 9.5a,b, and Figure 9.6a,b. They also
show almost a linear growth in their false accept rate of less than 4% for
edit-rich sequences of different read lengths, as we show in Figure 9.4c,d,
Figure 9.5c,d, and Figure 9.6c,d.
5. MAGNET shows up to 1577x, 3550x, and 25552x less false accept rate
compared to GateKeeper and SHD for read lengths of 100 bp, 150 bp, and
250 bp, respectively. MAGNET also provides up to 205x, 951x, and 16760x
less false accept rate compared to Shouji for read lengths of 100 bp, 150 bp,
and 250 bp, respectively.
6. SneakySnake (with the default maze size) produces up to four and five
orders of magnitude less false accept rate compared to Shouji and Gate-
Keeper, respectively. SneakySnake shows up to 55.4x, 46.7x, and 67.1x less
false accept rate compared to SneakySnake-5 for read lengths of 100 bp,
150 bp, and 250 bp, respectively. SneakySnake also shows up to 64.1x, 16x,
and 22x less false accept rate compared to MAGNET for read lengths of
100 bp, 150 bp, and 250 bp, respectively.
We conclude that SneakySnake, MAGNET, and Shouji are very effective and
superior to the state-of-the-art pre-alignment filter, SHD [65] in both situations
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Figure 9.4: The false accept rate produced by our pre-alignment filters, Gate-
Keeper, Shouji, MAGNET, and SneakySnake, compared to the best performing
filter, SHD [65]. We use a wide range of edit distance thresholds (0-10 edits for
a read length of 100 bp) and four datasets: (a) set 1, (b) set 2, (c) set 3, and (d)
set 4.
(low-edit and edit-rich mappings). They maintain a very low rate of falsely-
accepted incorrect mappings and significantly improves the accuracy of pre-
alignment filtering by up to five orders of magnitude compared to GateKeeper
and SHD.
9.3.3 False Reject Rate
Using our 12 low-edit and edit-rich datasets for three different read lengths, we
observe that SneakySnake (for all partition sizes), Shouji, GateKeeper, and SHD
do not filter out correct mappings; hence, they provide a 0% false reject rate.
The reason behind that is the way we find the identical subsequences.
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Figure 9.5: The false accept rate produced by our pre-alignment filters, Gate-
Keeper, Shouji, MAGNET, and SneakySnake, compared to the best performing
filter, SHD [65]. We use a wide range of edit distance thresholds (0-15 edits for
a read length of 150 bp) and four datasets: (a) set 5, (b) set 6, (c) set 7, and (d)
set 8.
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Figure 9.6: The false accept rate produced by our pre-alignment filters, Gate-
Keeper, Shouji, MAGNET, and SneakySnake, compared to the best performing
filter, SHD [65]. We use a wide range of edit distance thresholds (0-25 edits for
a read length of 250 bp) and four datasets: (a) set 9, (b) set 10, (c) set 11, and
(d) set 12.
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Read : CAAACTGGGTGGAGCCCACCACAGCTCAAAGGAAGCCTGCCTTCCTCTGTAGGCTCCACCTCTGGGGGCAGGGCACAGACAAACAAAAAGACAGCAGTAA 
Reference : CAAACTGGGTGGAGCCCACAACAGCTCAAGGAGGCCTGCCTGCCTCTATAGGCTCCACCTCTGGGGGCAGGGCACAGACAAACAAAAAGACAGCAGTAAC
Upper Diagonal-6 : ------1111111011111110110111001111111011110110110111001101111111111010001100011101110100111011001101
Upper Diagonal-5 : -----11111101011101110010100111111111111111110011111111111000111111110001111010010101000101011111010
Upper Diagonal-4 : ----011110001111110111111111111011111110111011011111101110110111111110000011011101110001101011011111
Upper Diagonal-3 : ---1111111001011110100110111111010111000000001110110111111011111110110011111100010000010101001111101
Upper Diagonal-2 : --10111101011011010010011101111000111101110100111101111010010111100110111111111101100100101110001011
Upper Diagonal-1 : -100111001101110011111111111011101111111111110010111110110110011000111101100101010101000101011111111
Main Diagonal : 0000000000000000000100000000010111101110111011111110111011011110000111001111111100110000111111111101
Lower Diagonal-1 : 100111001101110011001111111000001000000001000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-
Lower Diagonal-2 : 10111101011011010111011101101010010111010101111111011101101111000011100111111110011000011111111110--
Lower Diagonal-3 : 1111111001011110000010111111111111111111111001001111011011001100011110110010101010100010101111111---
Lower Diagonal-4 : 011110001111110011111111111101011110111011011111111101001011110011011111111110110010010111000101----
Lower Diagonal-5 : 11111101011101010011100111100011100001000111011111111101111111011001111110001000001010100111110-----
Lower Diagonal-6 : 1111111011111110110111011110111101010101111111110111011011111111000001101110111000110101101111------
MAGNET bit-vector : 0000000000000000000100000000011000101000000001010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001
142 3 5 6 7
MAGNET should select this identical segment instead of the one highlighted in red
Figure 9.7: An example of a falsely-rejected mapping using MAGNET algorithm
for an edit distance threshold of 6. The random zeros (highlighted in red) confuse
MAGNET filter causing it to select shorter segments of random zeros instead of
a longer identical subsequence (highlighted in blue).
We aim to find the subsequences that has the largest number of zeros, such
that we maximize the number of matches and minimize the number of edits
that cause the division of one long identical sequence into shorter subsequences.
However, this is not the case for MAGNET. We observe that MAGNET shows a
very low false reject rate of less than 0.00045% for an edit distance threshold of at
least 4 bp. This is due in large part to the greedy choice of always selecting the
longest identical subsequence based on their descending length and regardless
of their source (i.e. the vectors that originate them). We provide in Figure
9.7 an example of where MAGNET fails to maintain the correct mappings. A
potential solution is to relate the number of encapsulated bits to the source of
each segment. For instance, if any extracted segment in the MAGNET mask has
a different source than its neighboring segments, then we need to penalize that
segment by adding more encapsulation bits. This can help us to produce accurate
CIGAR string for each mapping. With the help of an auxiliary data structure, we
can keep track of the source of each extracted segment at each position. While the
matches coming from the “upper diagonal-1” mean there is a single deletion, the
matches coming from the “upper diagonal-2” mean that there are two deletions.
A detailed algorithm of this topic is beyond the scope of this thesis and is part
of our future work.
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9.4 Effects of Hardware Pre-Alignment Filter-
ing on Read Alignment
We first analyze the execution time of our hardware pre-alignment filters, Gate-
Keeper, MAGNET, Shouji, and SneakySnake. We build the FPGA implemen-
tation of SneakySnake using a sub-matrix’s width of 8 columns (t=8) and we
include 3 replications in the design. We use GateKeeper as an optimized and effi-
cient hardware implementation of SHD [65]. We evaluate our four pre-alignment
filters using a single FPGA chip. We use 120 million sequence pairs, each of which
is 100 bp long, from set 1, set 2, set 3, and set 4. We summarize the execution
time of the CPU implementations along with that of their hardware accelerators
in Table 9.4. We make two key observations based on Table 9.4.
1. Our hardware accelerators provide two to three orders of magnitude (322x
to 7,250x) speedup over their CPU implementations. GateKeeper provides
up to two orders of magnitude of acceleration over SHD.
2. The execution time of the hardware implementation of SneakySnake and
Shouji are as low as that of GateKeeper and 2x-8x lower than that of MAG-
NET pre-alignment filter. This observation is in accord with our expecta-
tion and can be explained by the fact that MAGNET has more computa-
tional overhead that limits the number of filtering units. Yet SneakySnake
is four and five orders of magnitude more accurate than both Shouji and
GateKeeper (as we show earlier).
We conclude that our hardware accelerator provides two and three orders of
magnitude of speedup over their CPU implementations. Additionally, the exe-
cution time of the hardware accelerator is proportional to the FPGA resource
utilization (the less the resource utilization the lower the execution time).
Next we analyze the benefits of integrating our hardware pre-alignment filters
with the state-of-the-art aligners. GateKeeper, MAGNET, Shouji, and SneakyS-
nake are standalone pre-alignment filters and can be integrated with any existing
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Table 9.4: The execution time (in seconds) of GateKeeper, MAGNET, Shouji,
and SneakySnake under different edit distance thresholds. We use set 1 to set 4
with a read length of 100. We provide the performance results for the CPU
implementations and the hardware accelerators with the maximum number of
filtering units.
E (bp) GateKeeper MAGNET Shouji SneakySnake-FPGA
2 0.18 0.36 0.18 0.18
5 0.18 1.45 0.18 0.18
E (bp) SHD MAGNET-CPU Shouji-CPU SneakySnake-5
2 60.3 632 474.2 58.1
5 67.9 1,641.50 1,305.10 169
alignment algorithm. In Table 9.5, we present the effects of our four hardware
pre-alignment filters on the overall alignment’s execution time. We use a sub-
matrix’s width of 8 columns (t=8) and we include 3 replications in the design
of the hardware architecture of the SneakySnake algorithm. We also compare
the effect of our pre-alignment filters with that of SHD [65]. We select five best
performing aligners, each of which is designed for different type of computing
platforms. While Edlib [78] algorithm is implemented in C for standard CPUs,
Parasail [54] exploits SIMD capable CPUs. GSWABE [57] is designed for GPUs.
CUDASW++ 3.0 [59] exploits SIMD capability of both CPUs and GPUs. FP-
GASW [53] exploit the very large number of hardware execution units offered by
the same FPGA chip (i.e., VC709) as our accelerator. We evaluate the execution
time of Edlib [78] and Parasail [54] on our machine.
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However, FPGASW [53], CUDASW++ 3.0 [59], and GSWABE [57] are not
open-source and not available to us. Therefore, we scale the reported number
of computed entries of the dynamic programming matrix in a second. We use a
total of 120 million real sequence pairs from our previously described four datasets
(set 1, set 2, set 3, and set 4) in this analysis. We make three key observations.
1. The execution time of Edlib [78] reduces by up to 21.4x, 18.8x, 16.5x, 13.9x,
and 5.2x after the addition of SneakySnake, Shouji, MAGNET, GateKeeper,
and SHD, respectively, as a pre-alignment filtering step. We also observe
nearly a similar trend for Parasail [54] combined with each of the four pre-
alignment filters.
2. Aligners designed for FPGAs and GPUs follow a different trend than that
we observe in the CPU aligners. We observe that the ability of SHD [65]
to reduce the alignment time of GSWABE [57], CUDASW++ 3.0 [59], and
FPGASW [53] diminishes. SHD even provides unsatisfactory performance
as it increases the execution time of the aligner instead of reducing it. This
is due to the fact that SHD is 6x slower than CUDASW++ 3.0 [59] and
FPGASW [53] and it is lightly slower than GSWABE [57].
3. SneakySnake, Shouji, MAGNET, and GateKeeper still contribute signif-
icantly towards reducing the overall execution time of FPGA and GPU
based aligners. SneakySnake reduces the execution time of FPGASW [53],
CUDASW++ 3.0 [59] and GSWABE [57] by factors of up to 16x, 15.5x,
and 20.3x, respectively. This is slightly higher (up to 1.3x) than the effect
of Shouji on the execution time of these aligners. Shouji reduces the overall
alignment time of FPGASW [53], CUDASW++ 3.0 [59] and GSWABE [57]
by factors of up to 14.5x, 14.2x, and 17.9x, respectively. This is up to 1.5x,
1.4x, and 85x more than the effect of MAGNET, GateKeeper, and SHD on
the end-to-end alignment time.
We conclude that among the four hardware pre-alignment filters, SneakySnake
(3-replication design and with t=8) is the best performing filter in terms of both
speed and accuracy.
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Table 9.5: End-to-end execution time (in seconds) for several state-of-the-art
sequence alignment algorithms, with and without pre-alignment filters (SneakyS-
nake, Shouji, MAGNET, GateKeeper, and SHD) and across different edit distance
thresholds. We use four datasets (set 1, set 2, set 3, and set 4) across different
edit distance thresholds.
E (bp) Edlib w/SneakySnake w/ Shouji w/ MAGNET w/ GateKeeper w/ SHD
2 506.66               23.65                     26.86                 30.69                 36.39                 96.54         
5 632.95               106.48                   147.20               106.80               208.77               276.51       
E (bp) Parasail w/SneakySnake w/ Shouji w/ MAGNET w/ GateKeeper w/ SHD
2 1,310.96            60.92                     69.21                 78.83                 93.87                 154.02       
5 2,044.58            343.54                   475.08               341.77               673.99               741.73       
E (bp) FPGASW w/SneakySnake w/ Shouji w/ MAGNET w/ GateKeeper w/ SHD
2 11.33                 0.70                       0.78                   1.04                   0.99                   61.14         
5 11.33                 2.08                       2.81                   3.34                   3.91                   71.65         
E (bp) CUDASW++ 3.0 w/SneakySnake w/ Shouji w/ MAGNET w/ GateKeeper w/ SHD
2 10.08                 0.65                       0.71                   0.96                   0.90                   61.05         
5 10.08                 1.87                       2.52                   3.13                   3.50                   71.24         
E (bp) GSWABE w/SneakySnake w/ Shouji w/ MAGNET w/ GateKeeper w/ SHD
2 61.86                 3.05                       3.44                   4.06                   4.60                   64.75         
5 61.86                 10.57                     14.55                 11.75                 20.57                 88.31         
Integrating SneakySnake with aligner does not lead to negative effects. We also
conclude that the concept of pre-alignment filtering is still effective in boosting
the overall performance of the alignment step, even the dynamic programming
algorithm is accelerated by the state-of-the-art hardware accelerators such as
SIMD-capable CPUs, FPGAs, and GPUs.
9.5 Effects of CPU Pre-Alignment Filtering on
Read Alignment
Now we analyze the benefits of integrating our CPU implementations of SneakyS-
nake and the prefix edit distance with the state-of-the-art CPU aligners, Edlib
[78] and Parasail [54].
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We evaluate the end-to-end execution time of Edlib (referred to as path in [78]
and configured as a banded global Levenshtein distance with CIGAR-enabled
output) with and without the pre-alignment filtering step for read lengths of 100
bp (Figure 9.8), 150 bp (Figure 9.9), and 250 bp (Figure 9.10). We make three
key observations.
1. SneakySnake-5 combined with the banded Edlib is up to 20.4x, 33x, and
43x faster than Edlib without pre-alignment filter for E<9 bp (m=100 bp),
E<12 bp (m=150 bp), and E<15 bp (m=250 bp), where E is the edit
distance threshold and m is the read length.
2. Edlib-50 combined with the banded Edlib is slower than SneakySnake-5
combined with the same aligner for low-edit datasets (Figure 9.8a-b, Fig-
ure 9.9a-b, and Figure 9.10a-b). Edlib-50 becomes more effective over
SneakySnake-5 in reducing the execution time of Edlib across edit-rich
datasets for E>6 bp (m=100 bp and 150 bp) and E>7 bp (m=250 bp).
3. SHD leads to a negative effect as it slows down the alignment speed of Edlib
for E>8 (m=100 bp), E>7 (m=150 bp and 250 bp).
Secondly, we evaluate the effects of adding these pre-alignment filters to Para-
sail [54] for read lengths of 100 bp (Figure 9.11), 150 bp (Figure 9.12), and 250 bp
(Figure 9.13). We configure Parasail as NW banded and with CIGAR-enabled
output. We make three key observations.
1. SneakySnake-5 still provides significant benefits to the the highest end-
to-end speedup over all other pre-alignment filters when combined with
Parasail for E<7 bp (m=100 bp), E<9 bp (m=150 bp), and E<10 bp
(m=250 bp). SneakySnake-5 combined with Parasail yields up to 36.3x,
42x, and 57.9x speedup over Parasail without a pre-alignment filter for
read lengths of 100 bp, 150 bp, and 250 bp, respectively.
2. Edlib-50 combined with Parasail becomes more effective than SneakySnake-
5 combined with Parasail for E>6 bp (m=100 bp), E>7 bp (m=150 bp),
and E>7 bp (m=250 bp).
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Figure 9.8: End-to-end execution time (in seconds) for Edlib [78] (full read
aligner), with and without pre-alignment filters. We use four datasets ((a) set 1,
(b) set 2, (c) set 3, and (d) set 4) across different edit distance thresholds. We
highlight in a dashed vertical line the edit distance threshold where Edlib starts
to outperform our SneakySnake-5 algorithm.
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Figure 9.9: End-to-end execution time (in seconds) for Edlib [78] (full read
aligner), with and without pre-alignment filters. We use four datasets ((a) set 5,
(b) set 6, (c) set 7, and (d) set 8) across different edit distance thresholds. We
highlight in a dashed vertical line the edit distance threshold where Edlib starts
to outperform our SneakySnake-5 algorithm.
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Figure 9.10: End-to-end execution time (in seconds) for Edlib [78] (full read
aligner), with and without pre-alignment filters. We use four datasets ((a) set 9,
(b) set 10, (c) set 11, and (d) set 12) across different edit distance thresholds. We
highlight in a dashed vertical line the edit distance threshold where Edlib starts
to outperform our SneakySnake-5 algorithm.
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Figure 9.11: End-to-end execution time (in seconds) for Parasail [54] (full read
aligner), with and without pre-alignment filters. We use four datasets ((a) set 1,
(b) set 2, (c) set 3, and (d) set 4) across different edit distance thresholds.
3. SHD leads to slowing down the alignment speed of Parasail for E>8 (m=100
bp), E>7 (m=150 bp and 250 bp).
We conclude that our SneakySnake algorithm is the best performing CPU pre-
alignment filter in terms of both speed and accuracy. It accelerates the state-of-
the-art read alignment algorithms by up to an order of magnitude of acceleration.
We demonstrate that SneakySnake algorithm does not lead to negative effects for
edit distance thresholds of 0% to 10% of the read length. We also want to empha-
size that combining our SneakySnake pre-alignment filter (i.e., SneakySnake-5)
with a prefix edit distance algorithm (i.e., Edlib-50) provides the fastest and the
most accurate pre-alignment filtering across wide range of edit distance thresholds
and read lengths.
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Figure 9.12: End-to-end execution time (in seconds) for Parasail [54] (full read
aligner), with and without pre-alignment filters. We use four datasets ((a) set 5,
(b) set 6, (c) set 7, and (d) set 8) across different edit distance thresholds.
9.6 Memory Utilization
In this section, we evaluate the space-efficiency benefits of integrating our
SneakySnake algorithm with the state-of-the-art full read aligner algorithm, Edlib
[78]. We use Valgrind massif tool to examine the memory utilization. We provide
the memory footprint of Edlib in Figure 9.14. On average, Edlib shows a mem-
ory footprint of 150 KB. We then evaluate the memory utilization of integrating
Edlib (in edit distance mode and without backtracking) with Edlib (path) in
Figure 9.15. The addition of exact edit distance algorithm to the read alignment
shows a slight reduction (∼ 5%) in the memory utilization. With the addition of
our SneakySnake-5 as a pre-alignment step before performing Edlib’s full align-
ment, we observe that the memory footprint drops significantly by at least 50%,
as we demonstrate in Figure 9.16.
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Figure 9.13: End-to-end execution time (in seconds) for Parasail [54] (full read
aligner), with and without pre-alignment filters. We use four datasets ((a) set 9,
(b) set 10, (c) set 11, and (d) set 12) across different edit distance thresholds.
This observation is in accord with our expectation and can be explained by
the fact that SneakySnake-5 requires a spaces of as small as a sub-matrix of
size 5 x 2E+1 and at most m x 2E+1, whereas Edlib always requires a space
of m x m. We conclude that SneakySnake algorithm is fast, accurate, and yet
memory-efficient.
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Figure 9.14: Memory utilization of Edlib (path) read aligner while evaluating
set 12 for an edit distance threshold of 25.
Figure 9.15: Memory utilization of exact edit distance algorithm (Edlib ED) com-
bined with Edlib (path) read aligner while evaluating set 12 for an edit distance
threshold of 25.
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Figure 9.16: Memory utilization of SneakySnake-5 combined with Edlib (path)
read aligner while evaluating set 12 for an edit distance threshold of 25.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future
Directions
Our goal in this thesis is to considerably minimize the time spent on calculating
the optimal alignment in genome analysis, given limited computational resources
(i.e., personal computer or small hardware). To this end, we first provide a
comprehensive accuracy analysis of the pre-alignment filtering. Understanding
the causes for the filtering inaccuracy helps us to design new fast and accurate
pre-alignment filters. Second, we propose the first hardware accelerator archi-
tecture for pre-alignment in genome read mapping. We leverage the large num-
ber of filtering units that our hardware accelerator offers for accelerating our
proposed hardware-aware algorithms. We propose four hardware pre-alignment
filters, GateKeeper, Shouji, MAGNET, and SneakySnake. In our experimental
evaluation, our hardware pre-alignment filters show, on average, three orders of
magnitude speedup over their equivalent CPU implementations. We demonstrate
that GateKeeper occupies the least percentage of the FPGA resource and it is
the least accurate filter. We show that MAGNET provides a low false accept rate
but incurs a very low rate of falsely rejected mappings. We also demonstrate that
Shouji is more accurate than GateKeeper and faster than MAGNET. However,
SneakySnake is our best performing pre-alignment filter in terms of both speed
and accuracy.
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SneakySnake has a very low false accept rate and 0% false reject rate. We
demonstrate that SneakySnake reduces the execution time of existing read align-
ers by up to an order of magnitude.
Third, we introduce a fast and cost-effective CPU implementation of our best
performing pre-alignment filter, SneakySnake. In our comprehensive evaluation,
we demonstrate that the CPU implementation of SneakySnake reduces the ex-
ecution time of the best performing read aligner, Edlib and Parasail, by up to
43x and 57.9x, respectively. We also experimentally demonstrate that SneakyS-
nake has 50% less memory footprint compared with that of Edlib. The CPU
implementation of SneakySnake obviates the need for costly hardware and high
hardware design efforts by providing a fast and cost-effective implementation.
We demonstrate that the concept of pre-alignment filtering provides substan-
tial benefits to the existing and future read alignment algorithms. New acceler-
ated sequence aligners are frequently introduced that offer different strengths and
features. Our proposed pre-alignment filters offer the ability to accelerate existing
aligners by an order of magnitude without sacrificing any of their capabilities and
features. As such, we hope that it catalyzes the adoption of our proposed pre-
alignment filters in genome sequence analysis, which are becoming increasingly
necessary to cope with the processing requirements of greatly increasing amounts
of genomic data.
10.1 Future Research Directions
This thesis opens up several avenues of future research directions. In this section,
we describe five directions based on the ideas and approaches proposed in this
thesis. These ideas can lead to a new read mapper or improve existing ones,
which we will explore for various mappers in our future research.
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1. The first potential target of our research is to influence the design of more
intelligent and attractive sequencing machines by integrating SneakySnake
or Shouji inside them, to perform a real-time pre-alignment filtering. Se-
quencing machines (e.g., Illumina HiSeq 2500, HiSeq 4000, and MiSeq) are
equipped with FPGA chips for accelerating their internal computations.
Integrating our pre-alignment filters with the sequencing machine has two
benefits. First, it allows a significant reduction in the total execution time
of genome analysis by starting read mapping while still sequencing [144].
Second, it can hide the complexity and details of the underlying hardware
from users who are not necessarily fluent in FPGAs.
2. Cloud-enabled pre-alignment filtering in a pay-per-use fashion is also a
promising solution to encourage the use of such pre-alignment filters and
address the concern of lack of experience in dealing with hardware designs.
Cloud computing offers access to a large number of advanced FPGA chips
that can be used concurrently via a simple user-friendly interface. However,
such scenario requires the development of privacy-preserving pre-alignment
filters due to privacy and legal concerns related to the share of sensitive
genome data to a third party [145, 146]. Our next efforts will focus on
exploring privacy-preserving real-time pre-alignment filtering.
3. Since a single-core SneakySnake/GateKeeper/Shouji has only a small foot-
print on the FPGA, we can combine our architecture with any of the FPGA-
based accelerators for BWT-FM or hash-based mapping techniques on a
single FPGA chip. With such a combination, the end result would be an
efficient and fast multi-layer mapping system: alignments that pass our pre-
alignment filter can be further verified using a dynamic programing based
alignment algorithm within the same chip.
4. To further improve the performance of our SneakySnake pre-alignment fil-
ter, we can take full advantage of the redundancy across both reference
genome and reads present in large sequencing data sets and store the op-
timal path for small subsequences of the read and the reference sequences.
We later use the pre-computed path towards calculating the approximate
edit distance quickly.
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This requires the understanding of the trade-offs between the memory foot-
print of seed filtering and the speed of pre-alignment filtering. Another
approach for accelerating our SneakySnake algorithm is to exploit GPUs or
multi-threaded processors to achieve a highly parallel implementation.
5. We also aim to explore the possibility of achieving full alignment step in
linear time complexity in term of read length. We believe that we can
achieve this challenging goal by improving the accuracy of DFS algorithm
in SneakySnake. If we penalize each potential path based on its distance
from the main diagonal, we can eventually infer the the exact number of
edit distance along the entire path. This leads to not only calculate the edit
distance accurately, but also to on-the-fly provide the optimal alignment
without performing “backtracking” by printing the snake’s path. The path
contains all needed information such as the location, the number, and the
type of the edits involved.
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Chapter 11
Other Works of This Author
During the course of my doctoral studies, I had the opportunity to work closely
and collaborate with my fellow graduate students and researchers from many
other institutions. These projects help me to 1) learn more about genome anal-
ysis, metagenomics, and bioinformatics in general, 2) develop my own ideas and
skills to conduct a successful research, and 3) widen my network of good mentors
and researchers. In this chapter, I would like to acknowledge my collaborators
and these projects related to this dissertation.
In a collaboration with Eleazar Eskin, Serghei Mangul, David Koslicki, and
Nathan LaPierre, we worked on developing new methods for accurate and compre-
hensive microbial community profiling. I also worked on developing an interactive
visualization tool for facilitating the analysis of the profiling results, which leaves
the exploration and interpretation to the user. This gave me the opportunity
to extend my knowledge about metagenomics and gain more insights about the
need for accelerating metagenomics profiling tools. This work is called MiCoP
and published in BMC Genomics [40] and in bioRxiv [147].
I am very happy to start this collaboration and continue working together on
other related projects. During the last year of my doctoral studies, we started
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another two new projects: 1) improving the speed and accuracy of our metage-
nomics profiler using a new seed filtering algorithm and a new read mapper and
2) providing a survey of algorithmic foundations and methodologies across read
mapping methods for both short and long reads. We discuss how longer read
lengths produce unique advantages and limitations to read mapping techniques.
We also discuss how general mapping algorithms have been tailored to the specific
needs of various domains in biology, including whole transcriptome, adaptive im-
mune repertoire, and human microbiome studies. This work is the first of its kind
to provide a clear roadmap of how technology dictates read mapping algorithms.
In a collaboration with Onur Mutlu, Jeremie Kim, and Damla Senol Cali,
we developed GRIM-Filter, a pre-alignment filter for reducing the number of
invalid mapping in genome analysis. It exploits the high memory bandwidth
and the logic layer of 3D-stacked memory to perform highly-parallel filtering
inside the 3D-stacked memory itself. This gave me the opportunity to learn more
about 3D-stacked memory architecture, which has a lot in common with memory
architectures. This work is published in BMC Genomics [25] and available on
arXiv [109].
In a collaboration with Erman Ayday, Nour Almadhoun, and Azita Nouri,
we survey a wide spectrum of cross-layer privacy breaching strategies to human
genomic data (using both public genomic databases and other public non-genomic
data). We outline the principles and outcomes of each technique, and assess its
technological complexity and maturation. We then review potential privacy-
preserving countermeasure mechanisms for each threat. This work introduces me
into the importance of developing privacy-preserving tools for genome analysis
applications. This work is presented in DPM [146] and in PRIVAGEN [148].
All of these works are closely related to this dissertation. During these col-
laborations, we all gained valuable expertise on improving genome analysis by
learning from each other.
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Appendix A
Data
In this chapter, we use Edlib [78] (edit distance mode) to assess the number
of accepted (i.e., having edits less or equal to the edit distance threshold) and
rejected (i.e., having more edits than the edit distance threshold) pairs for each
of the 12 datasets. We also provide the time, in seconds, that is needed for Edlib
to complete clustering the pairs. We provide these details for set 1, set 2, set 3,
and set 4 in Table A.1. We also provide the same details for set 5, set 6, set 7,
and set 8 in Table A.2 and for set 9, set 10, set 11, and set 12 in Table A.3.
Next, we provide the effect of reducing the search space of our SneakySnake
algorithm and the best exact edit distance algorithm, Edlib [78]. We use the
following datasets set 1, set 2, set 3, and set 4 in Figure A.4. We also use these
datasets set 5, set 6, set 7, and set 8 in Figure A.5. Finally, in Figure A.6, we
use the following datasets set 9, set 10, set 11, and set 12.
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Table A.1: Details of our first four datasets (set 1, set 2, set 3, and set 4). We
use Edlib [78] (edit distance mode) to benchmark the accepted and the rejected
pairs for edit distance thresholds of 0 up to 10 edits.
Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected
0 110.61       381,901        29,618,099  0 120.84       124,531        29,875,469  
1 135.30       1,345,842     28,654,158  1 121.67       441,927        29,558,073  
2 126.87       3,266,455     26,733,545  2 121.33       1,073,808     28,926,192  
3 125.46       5,595,596     24,404,404  3 117.88       2,053,181     27,946,819  
4 122.09       7,825,272     22,174,728  4 113.79       3,235,057     26,764,943  
5 121.73       9,821,308     20,178,692  5 115.00       4,481,341     25,518,659  
6 126.26       11,650,490  18,349,510  6 115.26       5,756,432     24,243,568  
7 124.86       13,407,801  16,592,199  7 116.10       7,091,373     22,908,627  
8 126.83       15,152,501  14,847,499  8 116.71       8,531,811     21,468,189  
9 122.94       16,894,680  13,105,320  9 117.47       10,102,726  19,897,274  
10 122.60       18,610,897  11,389,103  10 118.49       11,807,488  18,192,512  
Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected
0 141.01       11,989          29,988,011  0 124.32       11                  29,999,989  
1 130.52       44,565          29,955,435  1 115.18       18                  29,999,982  
2 123.52       108,979        29,891,021  2 110.56       24                  29,999,976  
3 125.81       206,903        29,793,097  3 111.59       27                  29,999,973  
4 120.18       334,712        29,665,288  4 114.13       29                  29,999,971  
5 120.08       490,670        29,509,330  5 113.80       34                  29,999,966  
6 119.60       675,357        29,324,643  6 115.74       83                  29,999,917  
7 124.48       891,447        29,108,553  7 116.70       177                29,999,823  
8 125.64       1,151,447     28,848,553  8 118.12       333                29,999,667  
9 123.18       1,469,996     28,530,004  9 120.11       711                29,999,289  
10 131.24       1,868,827     28,131,173  10 123.42       1,627             29,998,373  
ERR240727_1, 
mrFAST -e=2, 30 
million pairs
ERR240727_1, 
mrFAST -e=3, 30 
million pairs
ERR240727_1, 
mrFAST -e=5, 30 
million pairs
ERR240727_1, 
mrFAST -e=40, 
30 million pairs
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Table A.2: Details of our second four datasets (set 5, set 6, set 7, and set 8). We
use Edlib [78] (edit distance mode) to benchmark the accepted and the rejected
pairs for edit distance thresholds of 0 up to 15 edits.
Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected
0 202.82       1,440,497     28,559,503  0 185.55       248,920        29,751,080  
1 170.93       1,868,909     28,131,091  1 187.66       324,056        29,675,944  
3 179.84       2,734,841     27,265,159  3 190.54       481,724        29,518,276  
4 185.39       3,457,975     26,542,025  4 195.78       612,747        29,387,253  
6 194.29       5,320,713     24,679,287  6 208.64       991,606        29,008,394  
7 200.69       6,261,628     23,738,372  7 216.06       1,226,695     28,773,305  
9 207.89       7,916,882     22,083,118  9 225.75       1,740,067     28,259,933  
10 208.18       8,658,021     21,341,979  10 227.97       2,009,835     27,990,165  
12 208.92       10,131,849  19,868,151  12 237.14       2,591,299     27,408,701  
13 208.01       10,917,472  19,082,528  13 238.31       2,923,699     27,076,301  
15 208.96       12,646,165  17,353,835  15 233.91       3,730,089     26,269,911  
Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected
0 293.88       444                 29,999,556  0 244.79       201                 29,999,799  
1 273.39       695                 29,999,305  1 248.65       327                 29,999,673  
3 269.15       927                 29,999,073  3 253.53       444                 29,999,556  
4 264.98       994                 29,999,006  4 258.86       475                 29,999,525  
6 281.14       1,097             29,998,903  6 280.37       529                 29,999,471  
7 282.71       1,136             29,998,864  7 286.30       546                 29,999,454  
9 287.50       1,221             29,998,779  9 292.03       587                 29,999,413  
10 285.02       1,274             29,998,726  10 293.44       612                 29,999,388  
12 290.85       1,701             29,998,299  12 301.29       710                 29,999,290  
13 291.93       2,146             29,997,854  13 302.68       796                 29,999,204  
15 287.24       3,921             29,996,079  15 299.55       1,153             29,998,847  
SRR826460_1, 
mrFAST -e=4, 30 
million pairs
SRR826460_1, 
mrFAST -e=6, 30 
million pairs
SRR826460_1, 
mrFAST -e=10, 
30 million pairs
SRR826460_1, 
mrFAST -e=70, 
30 million pairs
Table A.3: Details of our last four datasets (set 9, set 10, set 11, and set 12). We
use Edlib [78] (edit distance mode) to benchmark the accepted and the rejected
pairs for edit distance thresholds of 0 up to 25 edits.
Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected
0 337.06       707,517        29,292,483  0 375.35       43,565           29,956,435  
2 319.08       1,462,242     28,537,758  2 390.71       88,141           29,911,859  
5 340.47       1,973,835     28,026,165  5 449.10       119,100        29,880,900  
7 349.22       2,361,418     27,638,582  7 457.05       145,290        29,854,710  
10 345.73       3,183,271     26,816,729  10 462.65       205,536        29,794,464  
12 339.16       3,862,776     26,137,224  12 464.26       257,360        29,742,640  
15 340.40       4,915,346     25,084,654  15 528.12       346,809        29,653,191  
17 340.23       5,550,869     24,449,131  17 572.97       409,978        29,590,022  
20 341.09       6,404,832     23,595,168  20 521.83       507,177        29,492,823  
22 341.57       6,959,616     23,040,384  22 468.11       572,769        29,427,231  
25 342.30       7,857,750     22,142,250  25 467.72       673,254        29,326,746  
Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected Dataset E Time (sec) Accepted Rejected
0 502.22       4,389             29,995,611  0 449.02       49                   29,999,951  
2 469.97       8,970             29,991,030  2 467.78       163                 29,999,837  
5 505.53       12,420           29,987,580  5 524.47       301                 29,999,699  
7 490.44       15,405           29,984,595  7 533.67       375                 29,999,625  
10 488.32       22,014           29,977,986  10 612.16       472                 29,999,528  
12 482.28       27,817           29,972,183  12 655.45       520                 29,999,480  
15 483.46       37,710           29,962,290  15 657.91       575                 29,999,425  
17 483.10       44,225           29,955,775  17 547.26       623                 29,999,377  
20 484.07       54,650           29,945,350  20 542.69       718                 29,999,282  
22 483.88       62,255           29,937,745  22 541.08       842                 29,999,158  
25 482.39       74,761           29,925,239  25 544.22       1,133             29,998,867  
SRR826471_1, 
mrFAST -e=8, 30 
million pairs
SRR826471_1, 
mrFAST -e=12, 
30 million pairs
SRR826471_1, 
mrFAST -e=15, 
30 million pairs
SRR826471_1, 
mrFAST -e=100, 
30 million pairs
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Table A.4: Details of evaluating the feasibility of reducing the search space for
SneakySnake and Edlib, evaluated using set 1, set 2, set 3, and set 4 datasets.
E Edlib-100 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-100 S.Snake-5 Edlib-100 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-100 S.Snake-5
0 110.61   83.78   93.25   130.88  217.25    12.63         5.78         120.84  84     85      103.2908 159.0398 13.6411 5.6883
1 135.30   99.55   130.35 218.46  386.72    25.83         9.76         121.67  88     103    151.2703 255.4318 28.7489 9.0634
2 126.87   112.30 162.10 299.17  545.09    38.92         15.56      121.33  102   133    219.9173 388.1105 44.2272 14.6858
3 125.46   128.70 196.53 380.76  704.22    52.76         22.30      117.88  136   188    333.0511 601.9558 59.834 21.9874
4 122.09   142.29 225.22 449.91  839.38    66.54         30.42      113.79  153   222    410.9619 753.2721 75.7436 31.2187
5 121.73   155.53 252.52 514.75  964.96    81.36         39.31      115.00  166   249    475.8178 877.5177 92.1749 42.4613
6 126.26   176.43 292.32 606.17  1,140.25 98.40         48.79      115.26  175   270    531.0017 982.9451 108.7952 54.7952
7 124.86   174.30 294.39 618.41  1,167.09 114.14       58.23      116.10  178   281    563.1201 1046.0609 124.699 67.3507
8 126.83   177.64 304.85 647.42  1,225.22 126.22       67.73      116.71  180   290    591.1801 1103.1341 141.5191 80.7123
9 122.94   185.93 323.59 694.37  1,318.02 142.33       76.61      117.47  198   326    673.6352 1263.0262 159.1982 93.2317
10 122.60   225.97 397.26 861.54  1,638.95 157.16       84.52      118.49  195   328    686.6502 1292.8982 177.6106 105.0066
E Edlib-100 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-100 S.Snake-5 Edlib-100 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-100 S.Snake-5
0 141.01   85.57   75.75   72.72    91.05       16.54         5.51         124.32  65     56      75.2024 109.909 17.7314 5.7039
1 130.52   88.28   81.68   86.08    120.37    38.08         8.27         115.18  65     57      78.5792 125.3585 44.6246 8.7136
2 123.52   88.41   86.93   103.20  160.08    60.34         13.72      110.56  65     59      85.1783 143.1387 70.9374 14.2037
3 125.81   88.03   92.36   118.98  198.59    81.59         21.08      111.59  64     61      93.3215 158.0324 94.9017 21.6675
4 120.18   75.31   83.86   116.32  203.35    103.47       31.42      114.13  64     65      103.7998 172.8054 119.7748 31.441
5 120.08   75.23   88.22   131.75  233.25    124.23       43.80      113.80  64     70      114.6424 188.6127 142.9827 43.4782
6 119.60   78.06   96.21   154.06  271.37    145.29       59.32      115.74  64     76      123.8703 203.6602 166.2669 57.8799
7 124.48   83.51   107.02 180.35  317.71    166.84       76.68      116.70  63     85      131.1515 218.7594 188.4381 74.6849
8 125.64   88.65   118.18 205.98  366.12    189.24       96.48      118.12  63     94      138.6343 235.5282 209.9816 94.8629
9 123.18   93.96   129.70 231.06  416.06    208.91       117.34    120.11  63     101    147.0508 252.9756 232.2404 117.9441
10 131.24   100.69 142.64 259.35  471.42    230.11       140.24    123.42  63     106    156.874 270.9877 252.5516 143.9834
se
t_
1
se
t_
2
se
t_
3
se
t_
4
Table A.5: Details of evaluating the feasibility of reducing the search space for
SneakySnake and Edlib, evaluated using set 5, set 6, set 7, and set 8 datasets.
E Edlib-150 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-150 S.Snake-5 Edlib-150 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-150 S.Snake-5
0 202.82    101.23  121.06  187.98      324.91     17.88          6.16         185.6     95.1    86.6    98.6      139.4      21.0          5.5           
1 170.93    111.10  147.07  252.10      451.86     42.47          11.29       187.7     97.0    95.9    124.2    193.3      53.4          9.1           
3 179.84    145.72  214.95  408.65      756.09     86.87          23.20       190.5     107.5  123.3  191.8    337.3      112.5        21.9        
4 185.39    166.56  254.30  498.66      930.11     112.19       33.18       195.8     118.0  143.6  238.2    431.5      142.7        32.4        
6 194.29    202.91  323.24  661.09      1,239.52  162.21       59.21       208.6     144.9  191.6  351.1    637.4      203.7        61.0        
7 200.69    238.14  383.74  796.84      1,496.58  187.97       74.22       216.1     153.7  209.9  397.8    722.6      233.4        78.9        
9 207.89    260.26  427.73  904.87      1,706.34  245.30       110.20     225.8     181.8  261.0  512.2    942.3      296.1        123.4      
10 208.18    282.60  467.43  996.83      1,882.48  268.31       130.29     228.0     166.9  243.8  484.7    896.0      329.4        149.4      
12 208.92    319.23  534.98  1,156.46  2,188.61  320.65       167.11     237.1     174.8  263.5  538.7    997.7      385.9        204.6      
13 208.01    367.10  617.98  1,343.92  2,545.30  346.42       185.56     238.3     185.8  284.6  587.0    1,087.7   417.8        234.2      
15 208.96    383.92  656.38  1,441.52  2,736.52  393.62       217.05     233.9     206.6  328.6  681.3    1,267.7   475.2        291.5      
E Edlib-150 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-150 S.Snake-5 Edlib-150 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-150 S.Snake-5
0 293.88    75.77    63.79    73.95        98.33       24.41          5.59         244.8     88.4    72.7    95.1      133.4      24.2          5.8           
1 273.39    75.30    65.12    77.67        111.52     65.63          8.85         248.7     81.1    67.6    91.8      140.7      66.7          9.9           
3 269.15    72.76    68.23    88.33        140.70     140.52       21.36       253.5     82.4    74.1    111.4    182.4      143.8        21.5        
4 264.98    72.77    72.47    97.78        161.34     178.85       32.01       258.9     81.9    78.8    122.9    201.2      182.6        31.4        
6 281.14    73.09    82.92    117.09      195.48     248.45       60.51       280.4     76.4    89.2    138.1    227.6      253.2        58.4        
7 282.71    74.89    91.64    131.61      220.59     282.43       78.38       286.3     85.0    110.5  164.5    274.8      288.0        75.5        
9 287.50    74.07    103.59  154.10      263.53     347.99       122.58     292.0     76.2    118.2  170.7    293.0      355.8        118.4      
10 285.02    77.82    114.34  173.21      300.71     380.44       149.68     293.4     65.8    106.5  157.9    273.0      389.0        144.2      
12 290.85    77.24    117.97  191.91      338.64     443.12       212.30     301.3     84.5    140.7  224.9    391.4      453.8        205.7      
13 291.93    79.00    121.57  205.33      363.53     473.68       248.05     302.7     92.0    153.3  255.1    446.4      485.7        241.0      
15 287.24    92.59    143.43  255.94      453.83     533.90       328.17     299.5     90.1    149.4  267.1    471.6      548.3        320.7      
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Table A.6: Details of evaluating the feasibility of reducing the search space for
SneakySnake and Edlib, evaluated using set 9, set 10, set 11, and set 12 datasets.
E Edlib-150 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-150 S.Snake-5 Edlib-150 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-150 S.Snake-5
0 337.1      119.2    149.2    239.5     420.9       30.4        6.0        375.3     85.1    75.3     73.9      91.3        37.0       5.4         
2 319.1      146.6    212.2    392.6     727.8       131.4      16.1      390.7     86.4    82.1     94.9      142.2      168.0     13.8      
5 340.5      198.7    311.2    618.5     1,170.4    281.2      49.4      449.1     95.0    102.4   149.6    268.1      350.3     45.5      
7 349.2      245.2    394.3    811.5     1,533.4    383.7      85.4      457.1     104.1  121.4   208.3    365.0      465.1     80.4      
10 345.7      322.4    531.5    1,125.9  2,140.4    539.4      160.3    462.7     123.4  158.2   296.2    539.4      635.1     155.7    
12 339.2      358.9    599.9    1,287.6  2,451.3    640.4      219.8    464.3     139.9  189.3   370.2    677.3      742.6     221.5    
15 340.4      449.8    767.4    1,663.8  3,175.2    787.2      326.3    528.1     175.8  266.8   520.2    958.5      903.9     342.0    
17 340.2      534.6    918.8    2,004.7  3,831.2    882.1      405.3    573.0     182.3  292.6   568.1    1,053.4   1,007.1  438.5    
20 341.1      559.4    968.9    2,133.6  4,083.8    1,025.7   531.1    521.8     219.2  358.9   722.2    1,343.9   1,162.2  603.8    
22 341.6      547.4    948.5    2,102.7  4,024.3    1,122.1   613.7    468.1     257.4  419.8   862.2    1,611.6   1,263.2  724.9    
25 342.3      555.7    967.9    2,160.1  4,139.9    1,257.8   730.1    467.7     281.3  453.7   948.9    1,778.4   1,420.9  924.0    
E Edlib-150 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-150 S.Snake-5 Edlib-150 Edlib-50 Edlib-25 Edlib-10 Edlib-5 S.Snake-150 S.Snake-5
0 502.2      81.3      68.0      61.1       66.4          37.4        5.3        449.0     81.9    67.1     80.3      106.1      37.8       5.6         
2 470.0      80.4      69.4      70.4       96.6          172.5      13.3      467.8     77.2    65.3     84.6      129.5      181.1     13.7      
5 505.5      82.1      80.6      103.6     177.3       359.9      45.7      524.5     77.9    78.3     114.4    189.4      374.9     43.2      
7 490.4      86.1      92.3      141.0     237.3       477.3      80.9      533.7     79.8    96.2     139.5    233.0      493.6     76.2      
10 488.3      99.5      120.1    208.1     367.2       651.6      156.5    612.2     81.5    117.0   175.6    302.9      668.5     146.9    
12 482.3      112.2    144.7    263.7     474.2       760.0      222.2    655.4     83.2    123.0   199.4    350.2      780.0     208.1    
15 483.5      130.5    188.6    352.2     638.3       919.7      344.7    657.9     89.6    137.9   244.0    434.5      944.1     317.4    
17 483.1      158.8    243.8    454.5     830.4       1,025.3   443.1    547.3     106.2  166.1   295.1    531.3      1,053.9  410.4    
20 484.1      167.1    265.4    509.9     938.4       1,182.5   612.5    542.7     123.8  187.1   328.0    594.3      1,230.4  569.6    
22 483.9      200.1    317.0    623.7     1,152.2    1,283.6   737.9    541.1     143.2  205.2   351.8    638.7      1,315.5  685.2    
25 482.4      250.7    393.4    798.9     1,484.1    1,439.7   947.8    544.2     177.0  242.5   422.0    769.2      1,467.6  884.3    
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